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We are very proud to offer what may well be the finest auction we have ever put together. We want to 
thank our many consignors and suppliers for making this possible. We know there are lots of choices 
for auctions in this market, but we continue to produce absolute top results by focusing on quality items, 
properly sized auctions that do not bury your prized collectibles, superior descriptions and scans and 
top customer service.

This auction begins with almost forty key lots, a good auction unto themselves. The headline piece for this 
auction is a freshly graded Babe Ruth Rookie Card. The card is a 1916 M101-4 Herpolsheimers PSA 2. 
From a wonderful old-time collector, this is new to the hobby. Other special items in the auction include a 
run of Old Judges with a Cap Anson, many T206 Cobbs from PSA 2 to SGC 4.5, Walter Johnson 
Portrait PSA 3, Mathewson Portrait SGC 5 and four Cy Youngs, including three portraits. Other special 
cards include an E135 Collins McCarthy Shoeless Joe Jackson, 1915 Cracker Jack Ty Cobb SGC 4, a 
pair of 1933 Goudey Babe Ruths, 1939 Play Ball Ted Williams PSA 4, 1948 Leaf Jackie Robinson 
Beckett 1.5 and three 1951 Bowman Willie Mays Rookies, PSA 2 to 3.5. We have two Mickey Mantle 
1951 Bowman Rookies, a PSA 1 and a PSA 2. 

Other notable highlights include a 1952 Topps fully graded set broken down, with a Mantle PSA 2 and 
Mays PSA 3. We have a 1952 Mays PSA 4 with a nice 1-310 run. Other special highlights include a nice 
1952 Topps Mathews RC PSA 3, 1953 Topps Mantle PSA 4 and Mays PSA 5.5, 1961-2 Fleer 
Chamberlain RC PSA 4, two 1986-7 Fleer PSA 8 sealed packs and a 1958 Topps Jim Brown RC PSA 7.

Special autograph items include a stunning 1920s Babe Ruth in quotes cut, a simply incredible autograph 
album page signed by Babe Ruth and Joe DiMaggio in which DiMaggio addresses Ruth, a Ruth-Gehrig 
ball and a Jimmie Foxx single signed ball. Baseball memorabilia is headlined by a terrific 1967 Roberto 
Clemente PSA 8.5 gamer.

The auction continues with a nice selection of newly graded Old Judges and with key T206 HOFers in 
collector grade, 1953 Topps Jackie Robinson SGC 4.5, 1954 Topps Hank Aaron RC PSA 1, 1955 Topps 
Sandy Koufax RC PSA 6 , Roberto Clemente RC PSA 2.5 and a PSA 7 1968 Topps Nolan Ryan Rookie 
Card among much more. We have many nice partial and complete sets from the 1940s through the 1980s. 
There is a terrific collection of oddball and modern Pete Rose insert cards that fills up almost forty lots.

Autograph collectors will see a superb 1933 Goudey Rogers Hornsby signed card, a Mint Honus Wagner 
3x5, a rare Joe Tinker signed photo and signed Yellow HOF plaques of Dave Bancroft and Jimmie Foxx. 
Notable signed baseballs include an affordable 1930s ball with Ruth and Gehrig,  a superb 1969 Mets 
signed display and a terrific run of Red Sox team balls from the 1930s through the 1950s, including a 
1939 with a Rookie Ted Williams.

Collectors of historical autographs and memorabilia will see many fine Presidential items from the 
19th and early 20th century and the classic Dewey Defeats Truman 1948 newspaper.

Entertainment autographs are anchored by an incredible autograph album from the 1940s. Offered as 
singles and as one lot, the autographs include Bogart, Jolson, Sinatra and Elizabeth Taylor as a teenager. 
We have many fine Judaica signed items and a superb Gone With The Wind vintage half-sheet.

Non-sports cards include Mickey Mouse and Long Ranger sets. Basketball collectors will see fine 
1940s-1960s card lots, many quality 1980s card lots with Michael Jordan Star Beckett cards, three 
Michael Jordan signed items, a pro cut Larry Bird signed jersey and some wonderful circa 1980 Detroit 
Pistons gamers. We have various nice football and hockey items, both cards and autographs. 

Baseball memorabilia closes out the auction, highlighted by a fine World Series ticket run from 
1913-1986.

Letter To Readers
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Clean Sweep Auctions #283
CLOSES Wednesday June 9th

at 11 PM EST w/ the ten minute rule
cleansweepauctions.com

info@cleansweepauctions.com
99 Seaview Blvd Suite 350 

Port Washington, New York 11050 
(516) 625 - 0900 (phone bidding till midnight EST auction night)

9 AM - 5 PM EST Monday - Friday
****

Rules of the Auction:
1. ALL SALES ARE FINAL. PLEASE CHECK OUR WEB SITE OR CALL FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS. NO DESCRIPTIONS ON THE FINAL DAY. 

2. A BID MUST BE PLACED ON ANY SPECIFIC LOT PRIOR TO 8 PM EST ON THE FINAL DAY OF THE AUCTION IN ORDER TO BID 
ON THAT LOT AFTER THAT TIME. IN OTHER WORDS, YOU MUST PLACE BIDS ON EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOUR LOTS 
BY 8 PM EST OF THE FINAL DAY OF BIDDING. THE ENTIRE AUCTION CLOSES AT THE SAME TIME.

3. VIP BIDDING:  IF YOU BID ON 10 OR MORE DIFFERENT LOTS, YOU ARE EXCLUDED FROM THIS RULE AND CAN BID ON ANY LOT 
IN THE AUCTION AFTER THAT TIME. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL US WITH ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THESE RULES.

4. There is a 20% buyers premium added to the final selling price* (see rule 16).
5. Successful bidders will be invoiced by email ONLY. Payment is due no later than 7 days after the auction.
6. Bidding increments will be by 10%. To top a $200 bid, one must bid $220. Tie bids to go only to a prior max bid, as do short bids below 10%.
7. New York Residents must pay 8.625% sales tax.
8. We reserve the right to reject bids by any bidder.
9. By placing a bid, you are agreeing to a contract. This is a legally binding contract to purchase the item if you’re the winning bidder. You are responsible 
for reading the description & to view any images. ALL LEGAL FEES AND EXPENSES ARE TO BE PAID IN CONNECTION WITH COLLECTION.
Any disputes will be resolved in New York State court only.
10. Payment must be by check or money order. Personal checks from new customers or unusual spending patterns will be held 10 business days. 
We do not accept credit cards or paypal. Starter checks AND CREDIT CARD CONVENIENCE CHECKS are not an acceptable form of payment.
11. Names of re-neggers will be published in all future auctions and correspondence. Please do not embarrass yourself.
12. Some lots may have updated descriptions, please consult our web site www.csauctions.com for any changes.
**13. Clean Sweep cannot be held responsible for changes in the opinions of authenticators beyond 60 days from the close of the auction.
In addition, Clean Sweep will not be held accountable for opinions of authenticators other than JSA. Please have anything checked before bidding 
if you want an opinion beyond that of JSA. ALL JSA LETTERS ARE AUCTION STYLE LOAS UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.
14. Framed items are shipped as-is and Clean Sweep is not responsible for damage to the frame.
15. BIDS PLACED AFTER 1:30 AM EST ARE SUBJECT TO A 5% ADDITIONAL BUYERS PREMIUM, 10% AFTER 2:30 AM EST; 
MAXIMUM BIDS PLACED BEFORE THIS TIME ARE EXEMPT FROM THIS.
16. A few lots are subject to a reserve; these will be clearly noted on our web site and the auctioneer may bid up to the bid below the reserve amount.
17. Larger autograph lots (10 or more pieces) can contain some secretarial signatures and such.
18. When a numerical grade is provided for an autographed item, we are only rating the darkness of the autograph, NOT the condition of the item 
on which it is signed.
*19. Clean Sweep is not responsible for replacement value of any items not specifically mentioned in the description beyond the per item value of 
the lot (ie anything in a 100 item lot that sold for $1,000 is valued at $10 unless specifically mentioned in the description).
*20. SMR values are very approximate and not guaranteed, please recheck anything based on our itemization of the lot (a list will be provided upon 
request to any bidder if not on our web site).
 

Reneggers From Previous Auctions:

Jason Mayer       Michael Oasheim  Jay  Fabrikant    James Larsen
19524 230th Ave NE      25445 Via Escovar  6019 Agatha Christie Ave  1100 E Commerce
Woodinville, WA 98077   Valencia CA 91355  Las Vegas  NV 89131  Slinger WI 53086 
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1  1916 M101-4   Babe Ruth Rookie Card  PSA 2.....................25000
The ultimate player in baseball history, Babe Ruth was not only the finest and most important player in 
the history of baseball but he also transcended the sport in so many ways. Without Babe Ruth and his fame, 
there would be no modern superstar athlete or superstar culture. Babe Ruth in the 1920s created the 
modern sports culture that continues to this day. 

We all know high quality and unique cards have been setting price records seemingly every week in 2021, 
including modern football cards produced in a quantity of 100 selling for over $2 million dollars. 
We respectfully suggest that this card should be worth more than anything produced in the past 30 years. 
The offered card has a great story to it, we will get to that later. As far as production and recent sales, our 
research shows the following for the thirty-two of these that are PSA graded: 

Altoona Tribune (1)
Famous & Barr (4)
Globe Clothing (3)
Herpolsheimer (4)
Indianapolis Brewing (2)
Gimbels (4)
Green-Joyce (1)
Sporting News (10)
Standard Biscuit (2)
Wares (1)

Now of course there are some SGC examples (which might have been crossed over and included in these 
figures) and not everything has been slabbed, but given that only 32 have been slabbed by PSA since 1991, 
we can reasonably state that this is a rare card aside from its tremendous inherent significance. Just as a 
note, as of April 17, 2021, there are 316 1986-7 Fleer Michael Jordan 10s in the PSA population report 
(and there are clearly many, many, many more of these that will be slabbed in the future). Also please note 
that as of this writing, Jordan 10s can trade for over $500,000.

The offered card is a fine and attractive two. The card is well centered, the image of a so young and thin 
Babe Ruth looks great. The borders are clean, the corners show consistent wear in the VG range. The desir-
able back is perfectly bright, clean and pristine. Two creases by the bottom border of the card keep this at a 
2, they just barely crack the paper. In short, this is a fine looking and extremely attractive card for the grade.  

Fresh to the hobby, this was collected back in the 1980s by a wonderful old time collector. This was a per-
son who could tell you the difference between an E120, W573 or E121 in his sleep. A supremely knowledge 
collector who loved vintage cards, we have sold most of his collection over the years. He told me years ago 
that one day that I would get a call about his Babe Ruth Rookie Card when he died; sadly that day came this 
year. This card has an amazing story to it. Back in the 1980s, 1975 Topps Mini baseball card sets were among 
the hottest items in the hobby. In perhaps the most brilliant trade in the history of our hobby, our consign-
or swapped his 1975 Topps set for this Babe Ruth Rookie Card! Who wants to add what one can reasonably 
argue is the ultimate baseball card to their collection or investment portfolio?

Please note bidders must be pre-approved by us to bid on this lot.

Key Lots
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2  1887 N172 Old Judge   Cap Anson SGC 1.5 ............................1000
A cornerstone 19th century card, there are few names bigger than Cap Anson for early baseball. He does 
not have a large number of cards and they are always very desirable. Seemingly the best bargain ever 
in today’s market, these are probably great to put in a box for a few years. This card offers a handsome 
portrait image with good contrast and a terrific antique feel. There are no creases, the corners show mod-
erate wear, the back has the typical issues. Some general wear is present on the front on the card, this is a 
very solid overall card for the grade.

Key Lots
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3  1909 T206    Ty Cobb (portrait, green bckgrnd) SGC 1 .................................500
The key T206 Hall of Fame pose, these are revered by collectors. Bright and very attractive, this 
presents awfully well for the grade. The card has moderate creasing on the front and a pinprick area of 
white. The borders are white, the color is rich and the image is very sharp looking. The back has some 
scraping from scrapbook removal and is otherwise not bad at all.

Key Lots



4  1909 T206   Ty Cobb (bat on shoulder) PSA 2 ................................1500
Vital Ty Cobb card, many people used to think that this was the hardest of the four T206 Cobbs to find. 
Freshly graded, we feel PSA was very harsh on this card as it is much more like 3 than a 2. Well centered 
with good color, there is hardly any creasing, the corners show consistent wear, the back is bright and 
clean. There is some slight spotting to the right of Cobb in the image, the surfaces are otherwise clean, 
as are the borders. T206 HOFers have been on fire this year, this is one of the absolute keys to the set 
and the kind of card that may well eventually end up in a 2.5 or 3 holder one day.

Key Lots

10



5  1909 T206  Ty Cobb (portrait, red bckgrnd) SGC 4.5 ............................2000
Great looking card, this has a gorgeous image, clean white borders and a perfect back. The corners come 
to points, the card is centered to the left border with a very slight diamond cut. There is some slight wear 
by the far right border, the surfaces are otherwise perfectly clean. The back is quite clean, the image has 
perfect color and registration. In short, this is a very, very solid card for the grade.

Key Lots

11



6  1909 T206  Christy Mathewson (portrait) SGC 5 (Sovereign) ............600
An absolute key to the set, this is a great card. The offered card is very hard to find in a 5 holder and is 
revered by T206 HOF collectors. This card has a gorgeous image and bright white borders. Centered to 
the lower right corner, the corner wear is very mild and consistent. The back is a pristine Sovereign 350. 
These cards have been white-hot this year, it will be interesting to see where these trade at later in the 
year.

Key Lots

12



7  1915 Cracker Jack  30 Ty Cobb SGC 4 ......................5000
Among the most classic of all baseball cards, this is as iconic as it gets. A true piece of Americana, this 
is a Cracker Jack Ty Cobb baseball card! Given what has been going on in the card market, these seem 
like true bargains at recent sale results. 

Offered is a fine looking 4, notable as this card is strikingly well centered. We cannot see any creases or 
wrinkles on the front or the back of the card, even under careful examination under magnification. 
The card has only slight staining in spots, nothing distracting, the image has rich color and contrasts very 
nicely against the card. The surfaces are clean, the corners are nearly Ex overall. The card has 
some slight general wear, it displays very well overall for the grade. 

A cornerstone baseball card, it will be very interesting to see where these trade at in a year from now!

Key Lots

13



8  1917 E135 Collins McCarthy  Shoeless Joe Jackson     PSA Authentic Altered ...........1000
Offered is an extremely desirable card of the one and only Shoeless Joe Jackson. A card that hardly ever 
comes to market, these were issued in California by the Collins McCarthy Candy company. A trophy 
card of Shoeless Joe, our consignor obtained this in the 1980s and this has been in a safety deposit box 
until now. The offered card we believe received the Authentic Altered grade due to slight clipping of the 
bottom two corners (this was not done to deceive, rather many old timer collectors could not get the 
cards to fit properly in the very limited types of plastic sheets in this era and made adjustments). The 
offered card has a perfect image of Jackson in his dark White Sox uniform standing with a bat on his 
shoulder. The front of the card has no visible creasing, even under magnification. Centered to the right 
border, there is slight wear on the right edge, the borders are clean, the card displays well. The back of 
the card has some subtle scraping, likely from wear, but are not certain. There is almost zero paper loss 
and this also displays nicely. 

A very solid card despite the disclosed condition issues, who wants to get a Shoeless Joe Jackson card 
that hardly anyone else has?

Key Lots
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9  1933 Goudey 144 Babe Ruth PSA 1.......................1000
Classic 1930s Babe Ruth card, these are naturally super hot right now. Offered is a colorful and 
attractive PSA 1 example. This has rich color and a fine image of Ruth, the back is bright and clean, 
the card has no technical defects. Creasing is present but not terrible, the corners are about Good overall. 
This is a very nice card for the grade that displays well.

Key Lots



10  1933 Goudey 144 Babe Ruth PSA 1.5....................1500
Classic Babe Ruth card, this has good color and a nicely focused image. Not bad at all for the grade, 
the card has mild toning, a clean back and no technical flaws. Two creases on the front, one heavier 
than the other, and corner wear keep this at a perfectly acceptable and pleasing 1.5.

Key Lots

16



11  1939 Play Ball 92 Ted Williams RC PSA 4.......................2000
One of the ultimate Rookie Cards, Ted Williams had one of the finest Rookie seasons in all of baseball 
history. A trophy card, these have been white-hot in recent years. Offered is a really nice 4, the card 
has a terrific image of a so young Ted Williams. The borders are clean, the black background contrasts 
nicely against the image. There are no visible creases or wrinkles to our eyes, the back is perfectly clean. 
Centered slightly to the left border, the corners show very mild and consistent wear. 

It would be very hard to find a nicer example of this vital card in a 4 holder.

Key Lots

17



12 1948 Leaf  79  Jackie Robinson RC   Beckett 1.5 ..............2000
One of the most dynamic cards in the market, these seem to be appreciating rapidly by the month. 
Always desirable, this has now become a vital card. 

Offered is an eminently affordable Beckett 1.5 example. Low grade but not abused, the offered card is 
a strikingly well registered image and rich, original color. The card grades a 1.5 due to creasing, corner 
wear and some general wear. The print on the back can be seen on the front with care as is typical, 
the back has print marks but no paper loss.

Key Lots

18



13  1950 Bowman 22 Jackie Robinson PSA 2.5....................1200
Very early and desirable Jackie card, this is the key to this classic Bowman set. Beautifully centered with 
consistent and mild corner wear, PSA really split hairs with the grade here, we feel it should have been a 
3. The image is perfectly focused and registered, the back is clean, the borders are clean, with toning at 
the upper left corner only. There is one very fine surface crease on the left side of the card that is not easy 
to see and a corner crease at the lower right corner. 

This card will easily stand out in a crowd for a 2.5 1950 Bowman. A fine card, this is a perfect grade for 
so many collectors, it displays very well.

Key Lots

19



14  1951 Bowman 253 Mickey Mantle RC PSA 1.......................2000
The ultimate Rookie Card to so many collectors, this is a trophy card in any grade! The offered card 
certainly earns its 1 grade with extensive creasing in both directions. The corners are about Good over-
all, oddly enough the back is clean. The card retains respectable color and has a fully presentable image. 
There are no technical flaws, this will fill this most vital hole in any Rookie Card or 1950s card collection 
without breaking the bank!

Key Lots

20



15  1951 Bowman 253 Mickey Mantle RC PSA 2.......................2500
One of the ultimate baseball cards, these have understandably rocketed in price in recent years. One of 
the most vital of all Rookie Cards, this card is revered by collectors. The offered card is truly extraor-
dinary for its grade. The card offers four square corners, OUTSTANDING CENTERING, bright white 
borders, great color and a gorgeous image. There is some very subtle paper creasing on the front this is 
not easy to see. The back has some fine scraping in spots but is not bad at all. This has the eye appeal of 
a PSA 6 or even a 7, this card should trade at a premium to other PSA 2s for this reason in our opinion. 
Great card, this was obtained in the 1980s by one of the hobby’s great collectors and has been in a 
binder for decades.

Key Lots

21



16  1951 Bowman 305 Willie Mays RC PSA 3.......................1000
Vital Rookie Card of one of the very finest players in the history of baseball, these have been white-hot 
in the past year. Very attractive 3, this has a strikingly nice image with rich color. The card has great eye 
appeal with a fresh look and feel. Reasonably well centered, the borders are clean. The corners approach 
Ex, there is some very fine creasing in the card. The back has one corner line and is otherwise perfect. 
This is a very, very fine card for the grade.

Key Lots

22



17  1951 Bowman 305 Willie Mays RC PSA 3.5....................1500
Vital Rookie Card of one of the very finest players in the history of baseball, these have been white-hot 
in the past year. Conservatively graded, we feel this should have been a 4, PSA really split hairs with the 
3.5 grade. Bright and clean card, it has a great image and rich color, this displays very well. We cannot 
see any creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. The card is centered mildly to the left border, the 
surfaces are clean, with hardly any wear. The borders are white, the back is perfectly clean. The corners 
approach Ex, this is a very nice card for the grade.

Key Lots

23



18  1952 Topps 261 Willie Mays PSA 3.......................1000
One of the hottest cards in the world, this always tracks the 1952 Topps Mantle. Willie’ s first Topps card, 
of course an absolute key to a set. 

An important card of one of the finest players in baseball history, this example has no visible creases or 
wrinkles. Centered to the left border, general surface wear, including pinprick areas of surface wear, keep 
this at a 3. The corners are not bad at all, the image of Mays has good color and displays well.

Key Lots

24



19  1952 Topps 261 Willie Mays PSA 4.......................1500
Classic baseball card, this is the first Topps card of Willie Mays. An absolute key to the ultimate Topps 
set, this must be one reason that these have skyrocketed in price in recent years. 

Offered is a fresh and fine 4. The card has perfect color and image quality, the borders are clean, as is 
the back. We cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even under magnification. The corners show mild and 
consistent wear, the surfaces are clean. Centered very heavily to the bottom border as is typical, it is very 
well centered left to right. This is a very solid card for the grade.

Key Lots

25



20  1952 Topps 311 Mickey Mantle PSA 2.......................3000
Legendary baseball card, it is no wonder these have been so hot in recent years. Almost beyond iconic, 
this almost has to be in any major vintage card collection. These also seem frankly undervalued given 
what modern Rookie Cards of comparable players have been trading for this year. 

The offered card has good color and a nicely defined image. There are no visible creases or wrinkles on 
the card, the borders are reasonably clean. The back is bright and perfectly clean. Three corners are in 
the VG range, a chip at the lower right corner keeps this at a 2. A PSA 1 sold for over $40,000 in our 
February 2021 auction, it will be interesting to see where this ends up.

Key Lots

26



21  1952 Topps 407 Eddie Mathews PSA 3.......................1500
An absolute key to any 52 Topps set, these are never easy to find and are revered by 52 Topps set collec-
tors. Needed also by many HOF Rookie Card collectors and a scarce high number, it is no surprise why 
this is a pricey card. 

Offered is a very attractive 3, the card has excellent color and image quality, clean white borders, 
a spotless back and consistent corner wear. Centered to the left border, there is hardly any creasing, 
the surfaces are clean.

Key Lots

27



22  1952 Topps     Complete 1-310 Run less Mays VG-Ex/Ex ...............1500
The heart of the great 1952 Topps set, like everything else of quality in this market, these have been ap-
preciating rapidly in recent years. Offered is a smartly collected mid-grade run, our consignor has a good 
eye and knew not to skimp on the key cards. Usually found with terrible star cards, this run is notable as 
several are PSA 5s. The low numbers range from VG to Ex Plus and are a solid VG-Ex/Ex overall to our 
eyes. The rest of the set is also VG-Ex/Ex overall with mild variance. There are no beat up cards here, 
and hardly anything is in need of an upgrade. The value as single cards here is no doubt tremendous, 
this would be a very difficult run to replicate in today’s market. 

There are four slabbed commons: (114 PSA 5, 284 SGC 5.5, 287 PSA 4 and 307 PSA 7 oc) and two cards 
have autographs (Kluszewski, Branca).  The many key cards grade as follows:  1 Pafko SGC 4, 2 Run-
nells RC VG, 11 Rizzuto VG, 15 Pesky SGC 5, 20 Loes RC SP PSA 4, 26 M Irvin VG, 33 Spahn VG, 
36 Hodges VG, 37 Snider GVG/VG, 59 Roberts VG-Ex/Ex, 65 Slaughter PSA 5, 88 Feller PSA 5, 
108 Konstanty PSA 6, 129 Johnny Mize VG+ nicely ctd, 140 Antonelli PSA 6, 175 Martin RC PSA 5, 
191 Berra PSA 3.5, 195 Minoso RC VG, 200 R Houk RC PSA 5, 216 Ashburn Good, 253 Berardino 
PSA 5, 268 Lemon Ex and 277 E Wynn Ex.

Key Lots

28



23  1953 Topps 82 Mickey Mantle PSA 4.......................1200
Vital Mickey Mantle card, this one is outstanding for the grade. Freshly graded, this has a superb image 
and great color. There is hardly any creasing, just some tiny surface wrinkles by the left edge. The color 
borders are very strong, with no chipping, the surfaces are quite clean. The corners are just shy of Ex, 
the back is clean. Centered mildly to the left border, this is a cornerstone Mickey Mantle and Topps card; 
it is no wonder these have been appreciating so much in recent years.

Key Lots

29



24  1953 Topps 244 Willie Mays PSA 5.5....................1200
Vital Willie Mays card, these have never been easy to find, especially in Ex or better grades. Freshly 
graded, this has four corners that come to points. There is no chipping in the black border. The borders 
are white, the surfaces are very clean, the image of a so young Willie Mays looks terrific. The back is 
perfectly clean, centering to the left border is the only issue here.

Key Lots

30



25 Ruth, Babe Superb Early 1920s Signature   9 .................................800
Our consignor purchased this in one of our auctions in 2012. This autograph was so nice and special, 
that I remember it well. So scarce to find in this quality, offered is a stunning circa 1924 Babe Ruth in 
quotes autograph. The Babe signed this on a very clean 3 3/8 x 2 thick stock white business size card in 
flowing and bold black fountain pen. 

Ruth autographs from this era in his career are at least 50 times, if not 100 times, scarcer than the 
autographs signed by him in the mid-1930s. Earlier Ruth autographs remain tremendously undervalued 
as the hobby does not put the proper valuation on vintage career signed items, as opposed to items signed 
after the player has retired. This is a truly special and choice Babe Ruth autograph that does not come to 
market very often at all. JSA LOA (full).

Key Lots

31



26 DiMaggio/Ruth Signed Vintage Album Page  9 ...............................2000
One of the very finest autographed items that we have ever seen, this is a true wonder. One of what may 
well be only a handful of items signed by baseball legends Babe Ruth and Joe DiMaggio together, this 
treasure is simply beyond awesome. 

A perfectly clean autograph album page from the 1940s, the top half is signed To My Pal Andre from 
Babe Ruth. The bottom half is signed It’s an honor under Ruth Best Always Joe DiMaggio. 

Who wants to own a truly unique and great item from Babe Ruth and Joe DiMaggio. This will instantly 
elevate the stature of many collections. PSA DNA (full).

Key Lots

32



27 Ruth/Gehrig plus one    5 ...............................1500
Ruth and Gehrig are the ultimate pair of HOFers from one team in all of baseball history, naturally 
baseballs signed by Ruth and Gehrig have exploded in price in recent years. Offered is a fully presentable 
mid-grade model. The ball itself is a mildly toned OAL Barnard two-toned ball from circa 1930. The ball 
has some general wear and is not bad at all. The sweet spot has a large and classic Babe Ruth blue ink 
signature, we feel it grades a 6/10. There is a large Lou Gehrig signature to Babe’s left, we feel it grades a 
5/10. A third faint signature was on the ball but seems to have worn away with time. 

If you want a fully legible ball this is not ugly and do want to spend tens of thousands of dollars, than this 
lot may well be worth a close look. JSA LOA (full).

Key Lots

33



28   Jimmie Foxx Single Signed Ball    PSA 7.......................1000
One of the most sought after single signed balls, high grade examples sell for enormous prices. Scarce as 
Foxx died in 1967, these are revered by advanced 500 Home Run and HOF single signed ball collectors. 
The offered ball is a very pleasing and respectable exemplar. The ball itself is a lightly toned Professional 
model ball. Foxx signed the sweet spot in brown ink, the signature contrasts reasonably well against the 
ball, a faint inscription appears on the left panel (we will have images of all six sides of the ball on our 
website). The ball displays very nicely and is a solid and completely satisfying example of this scarce, 
desirable and extremely pricey single. 

Who wants to fill in a very, very important space in their HOF or 500 Home Run single signed ball 
collection? PSA DNA (full).
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29 Clemente, Roberto 1967 Game Used Bat   PSA 8.5....................1500
Awesome Clemente bat, this has a fine PSA 8.5 grade. An iconic and beloved player, anything game used 
by Clemente is revered by collectors. The offered bat is fresh to market, the finish on the bat had flaking 
and was restored. The bat is an Adirondack 129X model and is from 1967. The bat is 36.25 inches long 
and weighs 39.1 ounces. The bat shows outstanding use according to the included PSA DNA LOA. 
Ball marks are visible on the bat, Clemente’s 21 is written on the knob in fading marker. This is a truly 
special and wonderful bat, these seem so undervalued compared to what his quality cards trade at.
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30  1961 Fleer  8   Wilt Chamberlain RC   PSA 4.......................1500
The ultimate basketball player to many hoops fans, this has been one of the most sought after Rookie 
Cards in recent years. Offered is a very fresh and fine 4, this came from one of the hobby’s great collec-
tions. A very, very strong card for the grade, we cannot see any creases or wrinkles, even under magnifi-
cation. The surfaces are perfectly clean, the color and image quality are terrific, the borders are quite 
white, the back is perfectly clean. Centering to the upper left corner and wear at that corner likely led 
to the 4 grade. 

This is a very, very nice card for the grade that is notable for a strikingly colorful and fine image of the 
great Chamberlain.
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31  1986 Fleer  Wax Pack w/Dominique Wilkins on back PSA 8.......................1500
Quality pack from this legendary basketball set, these are always desirable. The packs may be under-
priced these days given what Jordan 9 and 10s bring, we can tell you that this pack has a Dominique 
Wilkins sticker on the back, we could not discern the card on the front. Sharp looking pack, this is 
PSA slabbed Nm-Mt 8.

32  1986 Fleer   Wax Pack w/Magic Johnson on back PSA 8.......................1500
Quality pack from this legendary basketball set, these are always desirable. The packs may be under-
priced these days given what Jordan 9 and 10s bring, we can tell you that this pack has a Magic Johnson 
sticker on the back, we could not discern the card on the front. Sharp looking pack, this is PSA slabbed 
Nm-Mt 8.

Key Lots
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Key Lots

33  Bryant, Kobe Signed Jersey    9.5 ..............................700
Vital item, this is an extremely desirable purple and gold Kobe Bryant LA Lakers player model jersey. 
Kobe signed this in bold black sharpie ink in a perfect spot. A large and fine signature, it contrasts 
perfectly against the jersey. With a PSA DNA LOA card, this is tragically now a very scarce and expen-
sive jersey. Please note, no player of Kobe’s stature in their sport has passed away at such a tender age 
since Lou Gehrig. PSA DNA (card).



Key Lots
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34  1958 Topps    62   Jim Brown RC    PSA 7.......................1500
Vital football card, Jim Brown was one of the greatest football players ever and also one of the top 
athletes of the 20th century. A cultural icon later in life, this is a truly key NFL Rookie Card. Offered is 
a fine 7, this card has four very strong corners, celan white borders, rich color and a terrific image of 
Brown running the football. Centered to the right border, this is what keeps this from grading an 8 or 
higher. Great card.
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35 Tim Keefe SGC 5 .............. 700
A real gem, this is an Old Judge HOFer in a 5 holder, some-
thing you do not find very often. This card has an outstand-
ing image with perfect contrast. The card has super clean 
surfaces, clean borders and a nice back. Old Judge HOFers 
seem like such an incredible bargain in today’s market, 
particularly in such extraordinary overall quality.

36 Daniel Alexander Ball in R/hand above head
 -Des Moines PSA 1 ................. 60
Uncommon team, this has a slight light but respectable 
image. The front does not have any obvious creases and is 
reasonably clean overall moderate back wear led to the 1 
grade.

37 Ed Andrews Strike, Bat Nearly Horizontal  PSA 1 .... 45
Pleasing one has a respectable image and a clean front. 
Small stamp hinges on the otherwise reasonably clean back 
keep this at a 1.

38 Mark Baldwin Pitch, R/Hand Back Waist High
   PSA 1.5 .............. 75
Tougher card as he is a Columbus player, the image is a 
touch light but not bad at all. The front of the card is clean, 
the back has the usual issues from two stamp hinges but still 
presents reasonably well.

39 Charles Bastian Stooping for Low Ball   PSA 1 ......... 45
Not a bad image, creasing and back wear keep this at a 1.

40 Louis Bierbauer Running to R, Cap in R/Hand
   PSA 1 ................. 45
Outstanding image quality, alas a major crease and typical 
back issues keep this at a 1.

41 Wild Bill Hutchinson Pitch, Hands Chest High
   PSA 1 ................. 45
Clean front has a respectable image, typical back issues 
keep this at a 1.

42 Cal Broughton Bat at Ready, Looking at Camera
   PSA 1 ................. 45
Terrific image quality on this St. Pauls player, alas a major 
crease and back damage keep this at a 1.

43 Thomas Brown Bat in R/Hand at Side  PSA 1 MK .... 45
Gorgeous image, it does not get any better than this. 
A pinhole and mild staining keep this at a 1, this is a 
great looking card.

44 Bill Burdick Ball in R/Hand Just Above Head
   PSA Authentic .. 45
Respectable image, this has type on the back and general 
wear, we are not sure why it did not get a numerical grade.

45 Thomas Burns Catch, Hands Head High
                                                               PSA Authentic .............. 45
Nice image, a very awkward cut and back damage led to 
the Authentic rating.

46 Elton Chamberlain Ready to Pitch, 
 Hands at Chest PSA 1 ................. 45
Light but discernible image, the front is clean, typical back 
issues led to the 1 grade.

47 Jack Clements Hands on knee-Phila (N.L.)
   PSA 1 ................. 60
We are told that this is a very scarce card based on the team. 
The offered card has a fine image and a good antique feel. 
A substantial crease by the bottom border and the usual 
back issues keep this at a 1.
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48 Tom Daly Strike, Ball Visible PSA 1 ................. 45
Not a bad image, we hardly ever see this card. General wear 
on the front and typical back damage led to the 1 grade.

49 Dell Darling Catch, Hands Chin High  PSA 1 ........... 45
Not bad at all, this has a pleasing image and an attractive 
front; typical back issues led to the 1 grade.

50 Tom Deasley (NY-side view hands clasped above head) 
   PSA 1.5 .............. 75
Solid card for the grade, this has a slightly light but more 
than respectable image. The back has no damage, the surfac-
es are reasonably clean.

51 Jerry Denny Bat at Ready at 60 Degree   PSA 1 ......... 45
Nicely contrasted image, a major crease and typical back 
issues led to the 1 grade.

52 Jim Devlin Pitch, Hands Held Out Shoulder High
   PSA 1 ................. 45
Clean front, this has a slightly light but respectable image. 
Moderate wear on the back led to the 1 grade.

53 Mike Dorgan Throw, R/Hand Chest High
   PSA 1 MK .......... 45
Lots of presumed tobacco staining on the front of the card 
led to the 1 grade. The back actually appears to be quite 
clean, the corners are not bad at all, the photo contrast is 
strong.

54 Dude Esterbrook PSA 1 mk ........... 45
Very rough card fully earns its one grade. The image is not 
terrible, this has his name in script, we are not sure of the 
team.

55 Sid Farrar R/Hand at Belt, L/Arm at Side
   PSA 2 MK .......... 45
Attractive 2, the image is a touch light, the front is clean 
overall. The back has had writing erased, it is otherwise 
clean.

56 Silver Flint Stooping, Hands Waist High, Mask
   PSA 1 ................. 45
Nice image, this is one of my favorites in the set. The card 
has some slight creasing on the front, it is not bad at all 
overall. Typical back issues led to the 1 grade.

57 William Hanrahan Catch, Hands Held Out Head 
 High  PSA 1 MC .......... 45
Cut close on the bottom border, the back has the usual 
issues. The image of the front however, happens to be very 
nice.

58 Dick Johnston Catch, Hands By R/Thigh   PSA 1 ...... 45
Clean front has a nice image, extra paper on the back from 
scrapook removal led to the 1 grade.

59 Dick Johnston Hands on Hips PSA 1 ................. 45
Nice 1, this has a clean front with a pleasing images; 
typical issues on the back led to the 1 grade.

60 Silver King (Pitching, Hands Chest High)  PSA 5 ... 250
Terrific Old Judge, a 5 is a very, very high grade for this 
issue. Offered is a really nice 5 as it has a great image with 
terrific image clarity and contrast. The surfaces are per-
fectly clean, the back is spotless, the corners show mild and 
consistent wear. This card offers a fine image of this St. Louis 
Browns player.

61 William Klusman Milwaukee PSA 1 ................. 45
Milwaukee player, the front has a pretty nice image and dis-
plays well. Two stamp hinges on the back led to the 1 grade.

62 Kid Madden Ball in Hands at Neck   PSA 1 ............... 45
Nice front, this has a slightly light but attractive image. 
Two stamp hinges in the usual places on the back led to the 
1 grade.

63 Mike Mattimore Pitch, Hands Above Head  PSA 1 ... 45
Pretty nice image, some general wear on the front and
typical back issues led to the 1 grade.
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64 Smiling Al Maul Pitch, Hands at Chest   PSA 1 ......... 45
Pittsburgh player, the front has no creases and a light but 
respectable image. The back has creasing and some general 
wear, but no paper loss.

65 Bill Mcclennan Bat at Ready, L/Handed 
 (Denver) PSA 1 ................. 90
Scarce Denver player, this has a pretty nice image. A sub-
stantial crease and extensive back damage keep this at a 1.

66 Jack McGeachy Bat in R/Hand at Side
                                                              PSA Authentic ........ 45
Cut thin, this Indianapolis player has a respectable image, 
typical back issues keep this at a 1.

67 Jack McQuaid (Bat at ready, facing camera)
   PSA 1.5 ............ 240
Very tough card as it is a Denver player. The image is light 
but discernible. There is no back damage but extensive 
layering at the lower left corner led to the 1.5 grade.

68 Doggie Miller Bat at Ready, Looking at Camera
   PSA 1.5 .............. 45
Pleasing image, typical back issues and a tiny scrape at the 
top center of the card keep this at a 1.5.

69 Doggie Miller Hands on Thigh PSA 1.5 .............. 45
Clean front, this  has a nice image, wear at the lower right 
corner and typical back issues led to the 1.5 grade.

70 Jocko Milligan Throw, R/Hand Head High  PSA 1 .... 45
Very light image, the front is not bad, typical back issues 
led to the 1 grade.

71 George Myers Stooping, Hands Waist High  PSA 1 .. 45
Clean front, this has a nice image and a good look to it; 
typical back issues led to the 1 grade.

72 George Pinkney Bat at Ready Nearly Vertical
   PSA 1 ................. 45
Very attractive image of this outdoor series Brooklyn Dodg-
er player, other issues keep this at a 1. Creasing is present on 
the front, there is a small scrape at the right border and the 
back has some issues. I love his huge bat!

73 Danny Richardson Bat at Ready at 45 Degree
   PSA 1 ................. 45
Respectable image, creasing and back damage keep this 
at a 1.

74 Home Run Duffe Strike, Bat Over R/Shoulder, 
 Looking at Ball PSA 1 ................. 45
Respectable Old Judge, this has some slight nicks on the 
front. The image is not bad, the back has moderate damage.

75 Phenomenal Smith Bat at Ready, Looking/L
   PSA 1 ................. 75
Great nickname, the image has strong contrast. This card 
has a well earned one grade due to a very substantial crease 
and typical back issues.

76 Elmer Smith Pitch, L/Hand Chest High Inrear, 
 Looking/L PSA 2 MK .......... 45
Very nice image, this has toning spots by the top and bottom 
border, the back is not bad at all.

77 Pete Sommers Bat at Ready, Looking at Camera
   PSA 1 ................. 45
Pleasing card has a respectable image, no visible creasing 
and a nice front. Back damage keeps this at a 1.

78 Cannonball Stemmeyer Dark Uniform, 
 R/Hand Vertical PSA 1 ................. 45
Clean front, the image is light but certainly discernible. 
Moderate damage on the back led to the 1 grade.

79 Patsy Tebeau Stooping, catch by R/ankle-Tebeau
   PSA 1.5 .............. 60
Very nice image of a fielding pose, this is a solid looking 
card. The card has a very bright and fresh look, wear on
the back in one area led to the 1.5 grade.

1887-1889 N172 Old Judges
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80 Phillip Tomney Catch, Hands Above Head
  (Louisville) PSA 1 ................. 90
Desirable Old Judge as this a scarce Louisville player. 
The image is a touch light and not bad at all, there are no 
creases, typical back issues led to the 1 grade.

81 Larry Twitchell Pitch, R/Hand Forward 
 Head High PSA 3 MK .......... 45
Very nice image, this has a super clean front and looks great. 
One of the pink tinted cards, the back is super clean, this is 
beyond ideal for the grade.

82 Ned Williamson Throw, Right Hand Chin High
   PSA 2 MK .......... 90
Star player, the image is a touch light but not bad at all. 
There is a tiny mark on the front that almost looks like a ball 
about to be hit by the batter. The back has an owner’s stamp 
and is otherwise clean.

83  1887 N28 Allen & Ginter   Caruthers   PSA 2 ......... 100
Colorful card has a terrific image, the borders are white, the 
back has no damage. Alas, a crease keeps this at a 2.

84 1888 N173 Old Judge Cabinet
  Cannonball Crane SGC 1.5 ........... 600
Great 19th century issue, these are so undervalued in today’s 
market. The offered card has a wonderfully evocative image 
of this New York player in his great uniform. The card has 
no obvious creasing, the edges look good, the surfaces are 
clean. There is slight wear at the top border. The back is 
clean, save for a name written in ink, this is almost certainly 
why it graded a 1.5. This is a far superior card visually than 
a 1.5.

1902 W600 Sporting Life Cabinets

85 Charles Babe Adams PSA 1 ............... 175
Terrific image of this quality player, this is the first time we 
have handled one of these. Pinholes keep this at a 1, they 
are more evident on the back than the front. The corners 
are sharp, the image looks great, the surfaces are otherwise 
quite clean.

86 George Mullin PSA 1 ............... 125
Nice image , this might be the first time we have handled 
one of these. Pinholes keep this at a 1, they are more evident 
on the back than the front. The corners are sharp, the image 
looks great, the surfaces are otherwise quite clean.

87 Ralph Seybold PSA 5.5 ............ 300
Great type-card, this has four square corners that show 
hardly any wear. The image looks great, the surfaces are 
quite clean. The grade seems too low, there is slight toning 
in one spot on the clean overall back.

88 1908 Rose Postcards  Tom Jones PSA 4 ............... 250
Revered issue, this is among the most attractive issues of 
the era. Offered is a quality 4, there are no visible creases or 
wrinkles, and the back is perfectly clean. The card has good 
color and a fine image, corner wear and stray spots of wear 
on the edges keep this at a 4.
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89 1909 E90-1  Ty Cobb PSA 1 ............... 500
Colorful card these are not easy to find, and seem under-
valued relative to Cobb’s other cards in today’s market. The 
offered card is no better than 1 as it has general wear and 
some back damage. The front of the card however, retains 
strong color and has a good image. There is typical staining 
on the front of the card, but there are no creases, and the 
card retains respectable eye appeal. The scraping on the 
back led to the 1 grade.

1909-11 T206 Singles

90 Camnitz (arm at side) SGC 6 .............. 100
Fine looking card, this has terrific centering and a great 
image. The borders are bright white, the corners all come 
to points.

91 Cobb (portrait, red bckgrnd) 
                                                     PSA 1.5 (Polar Bear) ........... 500
Not bad at all, this has the desirable Polar Bear back. Very 
precisely graded, corner wear and creasing keep this at a 1.5. 
The card displays quite well despite the low technical grade 
as it offers excellent color and a superb image. The borders 
are clean, the back is very solid, the corners exhibit consis-
tent wear. You really cannot ask for any more than this 
for a 1.5 T206, nice card.

92 Cobb (portrait, red bckgrnd) PSA 2 ............... 500
White-hot card, these have been on fire in recent years. 
Offered is a really nice 2, this card has no creases or wrin-
kles, excellent color and strong eye appeal. The back is fine, 
corner wear and some layering keep this at a 2. These are not 
easy at all find without creases or back issues in 2 holders. 
Very solid card.
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93 Cobb (portrait, red bckgrnd) PSA 2 ............... 500
White-hot card, these have been on fire in recent years. The 
offered card has outstanding color and image quality. The 
back is fine, the card has no technical flaws. Two creases 
keep this at a 2, they do not crack the paper. The borders are 
white, the corner wear is in the VG-Ex range.

95 Nap Lajoie (throwing) SGC 5 .............. 150
Very attractive T206 HOFer, this looks terrific. Centered 
to the top border, the card has bright white borders and a 
superb image. The corners show moderate and consistent 
wear, the back is very bright and clean.

94 Walter Johnson (portrait) PSA 3 ............. 1000
Classic and beautiful card, this is a cornerstone T206 HOFer 
and always super popular among collectors. The offered card 
is in an ideal grade in which to get into this card given to-
day’s market. The card has great color and a peerless image. 
The borders are white, the back is a particularly bright and 
clean Sweet Caporal 150. The corners show a fair amount 
of wear, but it is consistent. There is just one minute crease 
at the lower right corner. The surfaces are clean, the card 
displays extremely well.
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96 Nap Lajoie (with bat) PSA 2 ............... 100
Classic pastel image, this is one of my favorites. The corners 
come to strong points, the back is clean. PSA rated this only 
a 2 due to minute wear at the top border and at the lower left 
corner. This is an exceptionally fine card for the grade.

97 McGraw (portrait, no cap) PSA 4 ............... 240
Elusive T206 HOFer, this has rich color and no visible creas-
es or wrinkles. The back is clean, this is centered mildly to 
the bottom border, the corners show even wear.

98 Pfeffer                            PSA 5 (Sovereign 460) ........... 240
Scarce back to find in a PSA 5,  the card is well centered 
with a fine back. There is slight toning at the top border, 
the corners show mild and consistent wear.

99 Cy Young (Clev, no glove shows) PSA 3.5 .......... 1000
Well centered, this card has gorgeous color. The borders are 
bright white, the back is perfectly clean. The corners show 
mild and consistent wear. There is an incredibly minute 
paper wrinkle by the upper left corner that is not easy to 
discern, the surfaces are otherwise perfectly clean. This 
wrinkle and some edge wear by the upper left corner keep 
this key T206 HOFer at a very pleasing 3.5.
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100 Cy Young (Cleveland, portrait) SGC 1 .............. 390
Vital T206 HOFer, this is an absolute key to this cornerstone 
set. This card grades a 1 due to creasing on the front and 
some type of staining on the back, most likely from scrap-
book removal. The card happens to have terrific color and a 
beautiful image despite the condition issues. The borders are 
white, the corners are not bad at all, the back has no paper 
loss.

101 Cy Young (Cleveland, portrait) PSA 2 ............... 250
Vital T206 HOFer, this is such a great card. Well centered, 
this has terrific color and a superb image. The corners show 
moderate and consistent wear. The back is clean, the borders 
are nice, a crease by the upper right corner keeps this at a 
very pleasing 2. This is a great card to put in a box for a few 
years given the current market.

102 Cy Young (Cleveland, portrait) PSA 2 ............... 250
Vital T206 HOFer, this is such a great card. Centered to 
the top border, this has terrific color and a superb image. 
Creasing that does not crack the paper and edge wear at one 
spot on the left border keeps this at a 2. Very attractive card 
for the grade, the back is clean, the borders are fine. This is 
a great card to put in a box for a few years given the current 
market.
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107  1910 E91-A American Caramel 
  Honus Wagner                      PSA Authentic ............. 400
Affordable real Honus Wagner card, the card retains a good 
image and nice color. The condition is otherwise extreme-
ly rough, with note to a significant crease, lots of corner 
wear and some general wear. Despite these flaws, we do not 
understand why it did not grade a 1, and perhaps it will at 
a future time or by another grading service. The card is far 
from ugly and does not come to market very often, no doubt 
it will find a happy home.

108  1911 D304 Brunners Bread Lajoie  PSA 1 ............ 200
Tough card of the great Lajoie, we hardly ever see these. Well 
centered with rich color, this has a charming and unique 
image. An ideal 1, this is well centered, the back is perfectly 
clean, the borders are white; creasing is the only issue here.

109  1911 M116 Sporting Life  Hugh Duffy  PSA 4 ..... 100
Well centered with no creases or wrinkles, the image looks 
great. The card retains great color, the borders are white, 
the back is clean. Moderate and consistent corner wear 
keeps this at a nice 4.

110  1911 M116 Sporting Life
   Art Wilson (New York) PSA 7 ............... 120
Well centered with four square corners, this is a very strong 
condition card for the issue.

111  1911 M116 Sporting Life
   Heinie Zimmerman PSA 7 ............... 100
Very sharp card has four terrific corners, the surfaces are 
quite clean. Slight centering to the bottom border probably 
kept this out of contention for an 8.

112  1911 T201 Double Folders
  Cobb/Crawford PSA 4 ............... 300
So undervalued, this is the absolute key to this now very 
popular little tobacco set. The front of the card has strong 
color and is perfectly clean, with no creases or technical 
flaws, only the usual corner wear at the bottom border. The 
back is centered to the right, some very fine creasing can be 
seen under magnification. Overall, this is a great looking 
card for the grade.
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1912 T202 Triple Folders

113   Caught Asleep off First (Bresnahan, Harmon)
    PSA 5 ................. 80
Crisp card has four square corners and terrific color. 
Heavy centering to the right border keeps this at a 5.

114   Chase Gets Ball Too Late (Egan, Mitchall)
    PSA 6 ................. 90
Well centered with four sharp corners, the borders are 
bright white, the color is excellent, the card looks awfully 
nice for a 6.

115   Davy Jones’ Great Slide (Delahanty, Jones)
    PSA 6 ................. 90
Solid 6, this has four sharp corners, bright white borders 
and great color. Centering to the bottom border keeps this 
from grading higher.

116   Evers Makes A Safe Slide (Archer, Evers)  PSA 5 .. 100
Well centered with four sharp corners, this has bright white 
borders. The images look great, as is the color; slight wear at 
the bottom of the folds keep this at a really nice 5.

117   Moriarity Spiked (Stanage, Willett)   PSA 5 ........... 60
Very sharp card has four terrific corners and great color, 
centering to the right border keeps this at a 5.

118  1915 Cracker Jack  90  F. Smith PSA 2 ................. 30
Colorful card has no creasing or staining. Slight, slight wear 
at the bottom of the back led to the 2 grade.

119  1915 Cracker Jack  132  Nunamaker  PSA 4 ........... 60
Well centered with rich color, the borders are white, this is 
a very attractive card. A suggestion of a crease by the top 
border, basically an imprint, led to the 4 grade.

120  1915 Cracker Jack  143  Daubert SGC 4 ................ 50
High number and quality player, this card has no creases. 
The color is good, the surfaces are clean overall, the corner 
wear is the only distraction here.

121  1915 Cracker Jack  154  Rudolph   PSA 2 ............... 30
Well centered with no creasing or staining, this grade seems 
awfully harsh to our eyes.

122  1916 M101-4 Sporting News
 116 John McGraw SGC 4 .............. 120
Elusive card, this is well centered with quality corners. 
The image looks great, some fine creasing on the back keeps 
this at a 4.

123  1916 M101-4 Sporting News
  188 Zach Wheat PSA 6 ............... 150
Sharp card has a perfect photo and four strong corners. 
Centered to the left border, this is otherwise perfectly clean.
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124  1921 Schapira Brothers
  Babe Ruth (portrait)                PSA Authentic ........ 240
We had several of these, this is the very last one. Bright and 
clean, this has a terrific image and a very nice front. There 
are no no visible creases or wrinkles, the color is terrific. 
The corners show wear, the black contact line is not all the 
way around the card, hence the Authentic grade. The back 
has slight lines from being in a photo album, but there is no 
paper loss. Nice card.

125  1928 Tharp’s Ice Cream 20 George Kelly  PSA 5 .. 125
Elusive 1920s issue, these usually have major condition 
issues. Offered is a clean 5, this is centered to the left border 
with a terrific quality image. The back looks good, the cor-
ners exhibit mild and consistent wear.

126  1928 Tharp’s Ice Cream  32 Max Carey  PSA 4 ..... 150
Well centered and very solid, there is a slight crease by the 
upper left corner. The back looks great, this is a very strong 
condition card for the issue.

127  1928 Tharp’s Ice Cream 
  46 Bill Terry (photo Zeb Terry) PSA 5 ................ 90
Elusive 1920s issue, these usually major condition issues. 
Offered is a clean 5, it is reasonably well centered and clean. 
The back looks great, the corners exhibit mild and consis-
tent wear.

128  1931 W517  15  G.C. Alexander PSA 6 ............... 150
Very sharp looking card, the large size affords for a terrific 
image. The corners all come to solid points, the surfaces are 
clean, this has the full contact line at the top border. 
W517s are not easy to find in this quality.

129  1933 Sanella Type 1  Babe Ruth SGC 6 .............. 200
Unusual European Babe Ruth card, these do not come 
around very often. Well centered with bright white borders, 
this is a fine looking card. The corners come to crisp points, 
the card has excellent color, the back is perfectly clean.

130  1934 Batter Up 100  Traynor PSA 7 ............... 150
High number, this has four strong corners. Quite clean and 
fine, these seems so undervalued at current market levels.

131  1939 R303-B  18  Ernie Lombardi  SGC 8 .............. 90
Well centered with four very sharp corners, it is really 
difficult to find these oversize pre-war cards in 8 holders. 
The large size affords one a great view of the fine image.

132  1941 Double Play 137  Rucker/Adams  SGC 8 ....... 30
Solid 8, this is well centered with four sharp corners.
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133  1941 Play Ball  13  Foxx PSA 6 ............... 175
Very fine 6, this looks like it could be a 7 on the right day. 
Well centered and sharp, the corners all come to solid 
points, the surfaces are very clean. Extremely attractive card, 
this is awfully nice for the grade.

134  1941 Play Ball  14  Ted Williams  PSA 2.5 ........... 450
Key card from a historic season, these are always desirable. 
Nice card for the grade, there are no creases, the surfaces are 
clean, the color is strong. Centered to the left border as is 
typical, the corners show even wear, the back is clean.

1947-66 Exhibits

135 Aaron PSA 4 ................. 10
Solid 4 is clean, with no creasing. Corner wear, mainly at the 
upper right, led to the conservative 4 grade.

136 Banks Portait PSA 6 ................. 20
Crisp and clean, this has hardly any wear.

138 Clemente PSA 6 ................. 30
Crisp and very clean, this is an awfully solid 6, PSA is so 
tough on these oversize issues.

139 Drysdale Glove Waist PSA 7 ................. 25
Sharp and solid, this is a nice 7.

140 Ford Pitching PSA 7 ................. 25
Also sharp and solid, this is a nice 7.

141 Koufax PSA 5 ................. 25
Crisp and clean, this is a tough grade.

142 Mantle Pinstriped PSA 5 ................. 50
Desirable card as it pictures Mickey as a Rookie, these 
usually have major condition issues. Quality 5, this has nice 
corners and clean surfaces; slight wear at the top border 
keeps this at a 5.

144 Musial Batting PSA 6 ................. 30
Tougher card, we hardly ever see these. A superb 6, this 
has four square corners and super clean surfaces.

137 Berra (Printed) PSA 5 ................. 15
143 Maris  PSA 3 ................ 10
145 Santo  PSA 5 ................ 10

146  1949 Bowman 224  Satchel Paige Beckett 2 .......... 600
Great card of a beloved pitcher, these are always so popular 
among collectors. Offered is a nice 2, the card has only min-
imal creasing. The color and image quality are strong, the 
back is clean, there are no technical flaws. Centered to the 
bottom border, the corners exhibit mild and consistent wear.

147   1949  Sealtest Phillies
   Jones, William Puddinhead SGC 5 .............. 300
Very tough issue, these do not come to market very often. 
Pleasing 5, this is well centered with respectable corners. 
The image on the front of this cult favorite looks great, 
the back is not bad at all.
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148   1949   Sealtest Phillies
  Nicholson, Bill SGC 7 .............. 350
A very tough issue to find, especially in a Near Mint 7 hold-
er. Crisp card has four square corners, the front looks great, 
the back has the slight toning/staining that is typical for the 
issue.

149  1949 Sealtest Phillies
  Simmons, Curt SGC 6 .............. 250
Scarce issue, the image presents well. The top two corners 
show slight wear. The neat looking back shows some typical 
toning/staining for the issue.

150  1951 Bowman
  305 Willie Mays RC PSA 2 ............... 500
Vital Rookie Card of one of the very finest players in the 
history of baseball, these have been white-hot in the past 
year. The offered card is a gorgeous 2. Notable for beautiful 
color and a strikingly fine image, this is centered mildly to 
the left border. The white boders are very clean, the corners 
are in the VG-Ex/Ex range.  There are no visible creases or 
wrinkles, this graded a 2 due to mild back wear. This will 
present far, far nicer than almost any other 2 that one will 
find.

151  1952 Bowman  44  Campanella PSA 7 ............... 175
Fine looking 7 has rich color and a terrific image. Reason-
ably well centered, the corners all come to solid points, 
the borders are very clean.

152 1952 Bowman  218  Mays PSA 5 ............. 1000
Only Mays’s second-year card, this is a high number and has 
long been undervalued. Freshly graded, this is a super sharp 
and colorful card. Strikingly nice, this has a perfect image 
and none of the usual print lines. Heavy centering to the 
right border keeps this at an awfully sharp and attractive 
Ex 5.

1952 Topps

153  48 Joe Page Error PSA 2 ................. 100
Classic Topps error card, these are never easy to find. The of-
fered card is a really nice 2, there are no creases, the surfaces 
are clean, it is well centered, the color is good. This card is 
much more like a 3 than a 2 and may be worth submitting 
for review.

154  49 Johnny Sain Error SGC 2.5 .............. 100
Classic Topps error card, these are never easy to find. Sharp 
looking card has great color and square corners, fine creas-
ing, a slight diamond cut and the cut on the back led to the 
2.5 grade. This card has eye appeal far beyond it’s technical 
grade.

Baseball Cards
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1952 Topps

155  91 Schoendienst PSA 6 ................... 30
Crisp 6 has good color, it is centered mildly to the top 
border

156  180 Maxwell PSA 6 ................... 50
Tough card, these can run over $300 as 6s. Centered to the 
left border, this has bright white borders, square corners 
and excellent color.

157  274 Branca PSA 7 ................... 50
Sharp and fine, this is a very popular card. Nicely centered, 
the color is terrific.

158  312 Jackie Robinson PSA 2 ................. 300
Key card, these have been bringing amazing prices this year. 
An absolute key to the ultimate Topps set, these are always 
very desirable. The offered card is a really nice 2. Almost 
certainly a 3 in the old days, this card offers rich color and 
an outstanding image. Centered mildly to the right border, 
there is hardly any creasing, the back is perfectly clean. The 
corners show reasonably consistent wear, the borders are 
clean. This is an ideal card for the grade.

159  314 Campanella PSA 2 ................. 200
Key card, these are always very popular. The offered 2 has no 
visible creases or wrinkles, good color and a fine image. The 
surfaces and back are clean. Wear at the lower right corner 
keeps this at a very pleasing 2.

160  315 Durocher PSA 4 ................. 100
Strong 4, this underrated card has superb color and a terrific 
image. Centered to the upper left corner, a corner line by 
one corner on the back keeps this just below a 5.

161  320 Rutherford PSA 4.5 ................ 75
Tough card, this is needed by so many collectors. Centered 
to the left border, we cannot see any creases or wrinkles. The 
image is terrific, the corner wear is very mild and consistent.

162  321 Joe Black RC PSA 4 ................. 100
Elusive and very popular high number Dodger, this one has 
excellent centering. There is hardly any creasing, the color is 
terrific, the corner wear is very mild and consistent. This is 
a nice 4.

163  327 Wilson PSA 5.5 ................ 75
Red Sox player, this is nicely centered. The corners show 
only light wear, this is a very solid 5.5.

164  328 Borkowksi PSA 5.5 ................ 75
Fun horizontal card, the corners come to points, the image 
looks great. Centered slightly to the right border, this is 
much more like a 6 than a 5.5.

165  332 Bartirome PSA 4 ................. 200
A very pricey card in recent years, this is missing from so 
many sets. Offered is a fresh and colorful 4, there are no 
visible creases or wrinkles. Centered to the right border, 
the corners are in the Ex range. This is a very solid 4.
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1952 Topps

166  333 Reese PSA 4 ................. 200
One of my favorite Topps cards, this has such a great image! 
Often found with major condition issues, this is a pleasing 
4. There are no visible creases or wrinkles, the surfaces are 
clean. Centered to the lower right corner, the corners exhibit 
mild and consistent wear.

167  334 Mizell RC PSA 5 ................... 75
Terrific 5, this has great centering and an outstanding 
image.

168  342 Labine RC PSA 6 ................. 100
Extremely popular card, these are not so easy to find in 6 
holders. Sharp card has a great image and terrific color, the 
corners all come to strong points. Typical centering to the 
bottom border keeps this at a 6.

169  350 Abrams PSA 5 ................... 75
Sharp card has four strong corners and great color, 
centering to the top border keeps this at a 5.

170  352 Drews PSA 5 ................... 75
Great 5, this has outstanding centering. The corners show 
hardly any wear, this looks to be undergraded.

171  354 Hatfield PSA 5 ................... 75
Bright and attractive 5, this is centered slightly to the bot-
tom border. The corners come to points, the image and color 
are both very strong.

172  357 Burgess PSA 5 ................. 100
Another one of my personal favorites, this is a great image. 
Solid 5, this is centered to the top border with clean white 
borders. The corners show only slight wear, this card dis-
plays very well.

173  361 Posedel PSA 6 ................. 100
Great image, this is centered mildly to the lower left corner. 
The borders are white, the corners all come to solid points.

174  362 Heintzelman PSA 7 ................. 125
Gorgeous 7, the color and image quality are amazing. Sharp 
card, this has four strong corners and perfectly clean surfac-
es. Slight centering to the upper right corner keeps this from 
grading an 8.

175  365 Lavagetto PSA 5 ................. 100
Popular Dodger player and coach, this has a fine image and 
rich color. Centered to the left border, the corners exhibit 
only very light wear.

176  369 D Groat RC PSA 4 ................... 75
Undervalued Rookie Card of a quality player, this is unusu-
ally well centered. There are no visible creases or wrinkles, 
light corner wear keeps this at a really nice 4.

177  372 McDougald RC PSA 2 ................... 50
Very popular card, this has terrific centering but creasing 
keeps this at a 2.

178  374 Benton PSA 5 ................... 75
Ideal 5, this Red Sox player has outstanding centering and 
clean surfaces. The corner wear is light and consistent.

179  377 Dressen PSA 5 ................. 125
Elusive card, this is missing from many sets. The offered 
card has a strikingly nice image. Well centered overall with 
clean white borders, this looks great. The corners show only 
slight wear.
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1952 Topps

180  382 Jones RC PSA 5 ................. 100
Solid 5, this has good color and clean white borders. 
Centered mildly to the left border, the corners exhibit 
only slight wear.

181  384 Crosetti PSA 2 ................... 50
Tougher card has no creasing and is well centered. A small 
scrape on the back keeps this at a 2.

182  387 Meyer PSA 5 ................. 100
Colorful 5 has a fine image. Centered to the lower left cor-
ner, the corner wear is light and consistent.

183  392 Wilhelm RC PSA 5 ................. 400
Long undervalued, these have totally dried up in recent 
months. Offered is an ideal 5: this card has gorgeous color 
and outstanding centering. The borders are white, the 
surfaces are clean. The corners show only slight wear, you 
cannot ask for more out of a 5. It will be interesting to see 
where these trade at in a year or two.

184  394 B. Herman PSA 4 ................. 100
Popular card of this HOF Brooklyn Dodger coach, there 
are no visible creases or wrinkles, the surfaces are clean. 
Typical centering to the bottom border keeps this at a 4.

185  396 D Williams RC PSA 5 ................. 100
HOF Rookie Card and a Brooklyn Dodger, good card. 
Bright and clean, this is centered slightly to the right border. 
The image looks great, the borders are nice and white. The 
corners show only slight wear, this is a very solid 5.

186  398 Rice PSA 6 ................. 100
Crisp card, this is centered to the lower right corner. Often 
found with much worse centering, this is not bad at all for 
one of these. The corners come to solid points.

187  400 Dickey PSA 4 ................. 200
Key high number, this fine 4 has no visible creases or wrin-
kles. The color is outstanding, as is the image. The corners 
show mild and consistent wear, this is an awfully nice card 
for the grade.

188  404 Brodowski PSA 5 ................... 75
Centered heavily to the right border, the corners all come 
to solid points.

189  405 Pellagrini PSA 6 ................. 100
Sharp card, this is not so easy to find in this quality. 
Centered to the upper left, the corners all come to points.

190  406 Nuxhall RC PSA 3 ................. 100
Tough card of this beloved Reds icon, these are always very 
popular. Nice 3, this is uncommonly well centered. The color 
is outstanding, one tiny surface wrinkle by the top border 
probably led to the 3 grade. The corners are not bad at all.
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1952 Topps

191  407 Mathews RC PSA 2 ................. 800
An absolute key to the ultimate Topps set, this is the Rookie 
Card of a 500 Home Run Club member. The offered card has 
a fine image and great color. Centered heavily to the left bor-
der as is typical, the card has clean white borders and a solid 
back. The corners are in the VG to VG-Ex range, the borders 
are clean. The card has some very fine creasing and general 
wear, it is much more like a 3 than a 2. This will nicely fill a 
monumental hole in most of your 52 Topps sets and/or HOF 
Rookie Card collections.

192 Lot of 46 different PSA 6s   ........................ 250
Sizable lot of PSA 6 and 6.5, this could put a real dent in a 
PSA 6 set! Nice cards, centering varies, these tend to have 
crisp corners and a fresh look. Fine lot has several better 
cards, we noted the 6.5s with an asterick. The exact content 
is as follows: 17 , 68 , 77 , 79 , 81 , 84 , 105 , 108 Konstanty, 
115*, 117*, 127*, 128 , 131 , 143*, 145 , 150 , 151 Post, 152 
, 154 , 157 , 158 , 160 , 163 , 164 , 165 , 170 , 178 , 181 , 189 
Reiser*, 197 , 207 , 218 , 219 Shantz, 225 , 233 Friend, 237 
Coleman, 241 , 248 , 250 Erskine, 252 , 267 , 270 , 286 , 288 
Nichols SP, 295 Cavaretta and 302 Surkont.

193 Collection of 18 different high numbers, 
 all PSA 2s   ........................ 500
Solid lot lot for the grade, these are generally well centered 
and very nice for the grade. We will have scans of everything 
on our website. The content is as follows: 316 Williams, 323 
Church, 331 Morgan, 338 Yvars, 339 Meyer, 343 Gernert , 
344 Blackwell , 346 Spencer, 347 Adcock, 355 B Morgan, 359 
Fondy, 364 Sukeforth, 367 Thorpe, 371 Hofman, 375 Mer-
son, 388 Chipman, 391 Chapman and 399 Fridley.

194   Lot of 19 different PSA 7s   ........................ 500
Solid lot of PSA 7s, these are nice cards, there are no qualifi-
ers. Good lot, some of these can sell for over $100 as singles, 
these are naturally not so easy to find these days. The lot is 
as follows: 14, 97, 109, 123, 134, 136, 140, 146, 147, 148, 153, 
155, 183, 186, 201, 205, 238, 256 and 257.56
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195 Collection of 23 different high numbers, 
  all PSA 3s   ........................ 600
Nice lot of PSA 3s, centering varies, these cards are attrac-
tive and display very well for the grade. With some better 
cards, we will have everything pictured on our website. The 
exact content is as follows: 313 Thomson, 318 Gregg, 319 
Walker, 326 Shuba RC, 330 Lown, 335 Lepcio, 336 Koslo, 
340 Hooper, 348 Kelly, 349 Cain, 351 Dark, 356 Atwell, 358 
Kucab, 360 Crowe RC, 363 Rozek, 370 Hoeft RC, 373 Turner 
RC, 376 Throneberry, 378 Fusselman, 379 Rossi, 395 Pitler, 
397 Main and 402 Harrist.

196 Collection of 21 different high numbers, 
   all PSA 4s ........ 700
Terrific lot of PSA 4s, there are no qualifiers, the lot includes 
some tougher cards that trade at a premium. Our consignor 
had a good eye, these display very well for the grade and 
everything will be pictured on our website. The content is as 
follows: 317 Marrero, 322 Jackson, 324 Hacker, 325 Serena, 
329 Delock, 337 Hearn, 341 Jeffcoat, 345 White, 353 Del 
Greco, 366 Madison, 368 Wright, 380 Koshorek, 381 Stock, 
383 Wilber, 385 Franks, 386 Yuhas, 389 Wade, 390 Nelson, 
393 St Claire, 401 Schultz and 403 Miller.

197 Collection of 245 different 1952 Topps PSA cards 
  w/stars   ...................... 1200
Solid run of 1952 Topps cards, these range from PSA 2 to 
PSA 5s. There are no qualifiers. Many of these cards were 
purchased from me years ago by our consignor. These were 
obtained one by one with a special emphasis on eye appeal 
and quality. These cards tend to display very well for the 
grade. The lot contains 74 of the 80 low numbers and all but 
eleven of the semi-high numbers. The value as singles in the 
market is surely tremendous, particularly with the recent 
price increases and submission blockages from PSA. A deal-
er can no doubt have a field day with these as singles, but we 
hope these fine cards end up in the hands of a collector who 
will complete the set. We will have a full inventory on our 
website. These are some of the highlights of the set: 1 Pafko 
3, 2 Runnells RC 4.5, 10 Rosen 5, 11 Rizzuto 2, 20 Loes RC 
SP 4, 22 Dom DiMaggio 3, 26 M Irvin 5, 29 Kluszewski 4, 31 
Zernial Baseballs 5, 33 Spahn 4, 36 Hodges 4, 37 Snider 4, 
48.1 Joe Page Cor 5, 49.1 Johnny Sain Cor 2, 57 Lopat 5, 59 
Roberts 5, 65 Slaughter 3, 66 Roe 5, 67 Reynolds 4, 88 Feller 
4, 129 Johnny Mize 5, 175 Martin RC 2, 191 Berra 2, 195 Mi-
noso RC 4, 200 R Houk RC 5, 215 Bauer 5, 216 Ashburn 5, 
227 Garagiola FTC 5, 243 Doby 4, 246 Kell 5, 253 Berardino 
3, 268 Lemon 4, 277 E Wynn 5, 282 Tebbets SP 5, 296 Rolfe 
5, 299 Murray SP 3, 300 McCoskey SP 3 and 310 Metkovich 
4. 57
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198  1953 Topps 1 Jackie Robinson SGC 4.5.......... 800
White-hot card, this is a very nice mid-grade example. This 
card has outstanding centering, great color and no creases 
or wrinkles. The black border looks good, as does the classic 
image of Jackie. The corners show only light and consistent 
wear, this is an ideal card for the grade.

200  1954 Topps 128 Aaron RC PSA 1 ........... 1000
Offered is a much better Aaron RC 1 than you will find. Well 
centered, the card retains good color and has a nice image. 
There is no paper loss on the back, the card has no technical 
flaws. The card has definite creasing, but it is not excessive 
or ugly. The corners are in the VG range, this card is much 
more like a 2 than a 1.
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199  1953 Topps 12 Judson PSA 8 ............... 30
Well centered and very sharp, this is a classic 8.

201  1954 Topps 143 Hemsley SGC 8.5............ 25
Well centered and super sharp, this is a remarkable condi-
tion 1954 Topps card.

202  1954 Topps 201 Al Kaline RC SGC 3 ............ 300
Key HOF Rookie Card, these are always desirable. Offered 
is perhaps the sharpest 3 you will ever see, this card has 
four square corners. The surfaces look great, the borders 
are white, the surfaces are clean. Centered to the left border, 
there might be a tiny wrinkle or other incredibly minute 
back flaw as this card truly appears to be undergraded. The 
winning bidder will be getting an awfully nice card for the 
grade.

203  1954 Topps 250 Ted Williams PSA 5 ............. 300
Beautifully centered, this has great color, bright white bor-
ders and a very fresh look. Much tougher than the number 
one card, this is an absolute key to this set. The corners come 
to points, the cut on the bottom two corners likely led to the 
5 grade, this is a very solid card.

204  1954 Wilson Franks  Slaughter PSA 5 ............. 125
Revered issue, these are always neat to find in 5 holders. 
Exceptionally well centered for the issue, this has clean 
white borders and strong color. The corners show only slight 
wear, the back has some typical staining for the issue.

205  1955 Stahl Meyer  Lockman PSA 4 ............. 120
Revered issue, these are so cheap at current market levels. 
Very strong 4, this has rich color and no visible creases or 
wrinkles. Mild edge wear at the top border keeps this at a 
really nice 4.

206  1955 Topps 47 Hank Aaron SGC 6 ............ 625
Key card, these are never easy to find with good centering. 
Only Aaron’s second card, these have exploded in price in 
recent years. Beautifully centered, this card has stunning 
color and a remarkable image. The borders are white, the 
corners exhibit slight wear at the tips. It would be very hard 
to find a more attractive example of this card than this.

207  1955 Topps 123 Koufax RC PSA 2.5 .......... 300
Another very nice card for the grade, this example has rich 
color and terrific image quality. Centered to the left border, 
the corners are in the VG-Ex/Ex range. Upon very close 
examination, the card has two VERY fine paper wrinkles on 
the front that do not crack the paper. The back is perfectly 
clean, the grade appears to be very conservative. Solid card.

210  1956 Topps 135 Mantle PSA 2.5 .......... 200
Classic Mantle card, these are always super popular. Fresh-
ly graded, this is not bad at all for the grade. Centered to 
the left border, the card retains good color and clean white 
borders. The corners are in the VG to VG-Ex range, the back 
looks good. The card has one surface crease on the left side 
on the front and some pinpricks of surface wear.
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208  1955 Topps 123 Koufax RC PSA 6 ............. 600
Vital card, this example is very strong for the grade. Bright 
and clean, the corners come to solid points, the borders look 
great. Centered slightly to the right border, there is hardly 
any print, the image of a Rookie Sandy K looks terrific.

209  1955 Topps 164 Clemente RC PSA 2.5 ........ 1000
Extremely popular and vital Rookie Card, these are super 
hot right now. Offered is a very pleasing 2.5, there are no 
creases, the color is solid, the card is centered to the left bor-
der. A nick of white in the E of Pirates by the bottom right 
corner likely led to the 2.5 grade.

211  1957 Kahns Frank Robinson RC    PSA 1 .......... 150
So undervalued, this is a scarce Rookie Card of an All Time 
Great player. Conservatively graded, this has a clean back 
and one crease. We feel it should have graded a 2 or a 2.5. 
The image of a smiling Frank Robinson examining his bat 
looks great, the surfaces are reasonably clean, the corners 
are in the Ex range. This is a truly superior card for the 
grade.

212  1958 Hires with tab 25 Willie Mays  PSA 6 ........ 300
Great card, these seem so undervalued in today’s market. 
Bright and clean, this has crisp edges, perfect color and su-
per clean surfaces. Centering to the left border as is typical 
keeps this at a 6. A card that does not come to market very 
often and looks great, this might be a good card to put in a 
box for a year and see what happens with the market.

213  1958 Topps 354 Ditmar SGC 8 .............. 15
Really nice card, this has great color, terrific centering and 
four solid corners.

214  1959 Fleer Ted Williams 
   6 Ted Turns Pro  PSA 8.5 ............ 30
Well centered and very sharp, nice card.

215  1960 Topps 566 Aaron All Star    PSA 8 .......... 150
Key high number, this has four sharp corners. Super clean 
card, this is centered slightly to the left border and displays 
quite well.

216  1961 Topps 287 Yastrzemski SGC 8.5.......... 100
Beautifully centered and razor sharp, the photo is superb. 
The corners are all super sharp, this is a remarkably fine 
condition card. The borders are perfectly white. The image 
quality is superb, this is a gorgeous card.
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217  1962 Topps 139 Babe Hits 60 Beckett 8 .......... 90
Solid 8, this is well centered with four sharp corners.

218  1963 Fleer 8 Yastrzemski PSA 8 ............... 54
Centered to the right border, this has four Mint corners. 
The borders could not be any whiter, the image is flawless.

219  1963 Fleer 43 Wills RC PSA 8 ............... 45
Underrated card, this has great centering, which is the key 
to the card. The image is perfect, this is a super high-end 8.

220  1963 Fleer 56 Clemente   PSA 8 ............. 120
Fine 8, this has a gorgeous image and a super sharp look 
and feel. Centered to the upper right corner, this has four 
razor sharp corners and is pristine.

221  1963 Topps 200 Mantle PSA 6 ............. 450
Fine 6, this is one of Mantle’s nicest 1960s Topps cards. 
Well centered, this has a strong green border with hardly 
any white showing. The image is strong, with no print issues, 
the borders are white. All four corners come to points, solid 
card.

222  1963 Topps 210 Koufax PSA 7 ............. 125
Very sharp card, this has four very strong corners and 
particularly rich color. The red borders look great, as does 
Koufax’s image. Slight centering to the left border kept this 
out of contention for an 8.

223  1963 Topps 275 Mathews PSA 8 ............... 40
Fine looking card has a great photo, this is well centered 
with four sharp corners.

224  1963 Topps 540 Clemente PSA 7 ............. 225
Great looking card, this has a crystal clear photo that is 
superb. Super sharp and clean, the corners are superb, as 
are the blue borders. Mild centering to the left border 
keeps this at a gorgeous 7.

225  1964 Topps 132 Milwaukee Braves TC
      PSA 8 ............... 10

226  1964 Topps 423 Tops In NL (Aaron, Mays)
      PSA 8 ............. 100
Another classic 1960s Topps card, this example has four 
very sharp corners and bright white borders. The image 
looks great, this is centered very slightly to the right border.

227  1964 Topps 541 Niekro RC PSA 8 ............. 150
Undervalued HOF Rookie Card, this is a high number. 
Well centered with bright white borders, this looks great. 
The corners are sharp, the image looks great.

230  1965 Topps 160 Clemente PSA 7 ............. 175
Sharp card has four terrific corners and a crystal clear 
photo. Centered mildly to the lower left corner, this is a 
very fine looking 7.

231  1965 Topps 581 Perez RC PSA 7 ............... 90
Reasonably well centered with four sharp corners, the 
7 grade looks to be very conservative here.
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229  1964 Topps Rookie Banquet
  Complete Set Minus Rose Ex-Mt/NM ..... 500
Very elusive issue, these hardly ever come to market. Issued 
on a very limited basis, this fun oversize card set pictures 
baseball rookies from 1963. The cards each picture ten play-
ers, various executives and some a single player. The offered 
lot includes five PSA-slabbed cards: 4 (Greenberg, Frisch 
etc) PSA 6, 5 Honorary Committee PSA 6, 6 Executive 
Directors w/Sy Berger PSA 6, 8 1959 Rookies (McCovey/Al-
lison/Perry) PSA 7 and 10 1961 Topps Rookies (B. Williams, 
Torre) PSA 6. The other 29 cards are a strong Ex-Mt/NM 
overall with sharper cards, these include desirable cards of 
Tony Oliva, Richie Allen, Bert Campaneris and Tony Oliva. 
This set has a significant value as singles given the scarcity 
and uniqueness of the issue. Please note the original box 
comes with the lot.

232  1966 Topps 1 Mays PSA 5.5 .......... 250
Really a 6, PSA split hairs with the grade. Nicely centered 
with respectable corners, this card has great color and a 
terrific image. The borders are white, the corners show only 
very slight wear, this will look great in almost any 66 set.

233  1966 Topps 50 Mantle PSA 6 ............. 300
Sharp card has four strong corners, a perfect photo and 
great color. The borders are bright white, this is centered 
heavily to the bottom border.

234  1966 Topps 591 Grant Jackson RC  PSA 8 ...... 100
The most popular card in the set, these are the first to sell 
when you break a set. The offered card is a superb 8, it has 
outstanding centering. The corners are quite sharp, this is 
much more like a 9 than an 8.

1967 Topps

235  5 Ford PSA 8 ................. 20
236  30 Kaline PSA 8 ................. 20
237  30 Kaline PSA 8 ................. 15
238  59 Terry PSA 9 ................. 10
239  93 Murcer PSA 8 ................. 10
242  303 Blanco PSA 9 ................. 10
243  346 Hickman PSA 9 ................. 10
244  510 Mazeroski PSA 8 ................. 10
245  530 Alou PSA 8 ................. 10

240  239 AL Batting Leaders PSA 9 ................. 50
Tougher 9, this one is in superb condition. These trade in 
the $250 range typically.

241  250 Aaron  PSA 8 ............... 150
Well centered with clean white borders, a flawless image 
and four sharp corners. Strong card, this is properly graded 
at an 8. A key to this great set, these have been incredibly 
hot in recent months.

246  558 Belanger RC PSA 8 ................. 60
One of the keys to the high number run, these are hard to 
find with good centering. The offered card has four very 
sharp corners and superb color. Slight centering to the left 
border keeps this from grading a 9.

247  593 Westrum PSA 9 ................. 40
Superb NY Met high number has four perfect corners, 

strong centering and that Mint look.
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1968 Topps

248  45 Seaver PSA 7 ............... 125
Only Tom Terrific’s second card, this one is very nice as it is 
perfectly centered. The corners are sharp, the surfaces are 
perfectly clean, this is a very high-end 7 to our eyes.

249  50 Mays PSA 8 ............... 200
Condition sensitive card, this is a choice example. Well cen-
tered with four very sharp corners, the image looks great. 
The borders are perfectly clean, this looks to be a very fine 8.

250  110 Aaron PSA 7 ............... 125
Fine 7, this has four sharp corners and is really nice. Well 
centered overall, the borders and image both look great.

251  177 Ryan/Koosman RC PSA 6 ............... 625
Vital card, this is nicely centered. The corners all come to 
points, the 6 grade is a hair conservative here. The card has 
good color and clean surfaces, this is a very nice card for a 6.

252  177 Ryan/Koosman RC PSA 7 ............... 700
Vital Rookie Card of this beloved and iconic HOFer, this is 
always a very desirable card. Offered is crisp 7, this has four 
square corners and very rich color. Centered to the lower 
right corner, the images of Ryan and Koosman look great.

253  280 Mantle PSA 6 ............... 300
Centered heavily to the right border, this has particularly 
rich color and a terrific image. The corners are strong, the 
surfaces are perfectly clean.

254  490 Killebrew/Mays/Mantle PSA 7.5 ............ 125
Really nice card, this has four solid corners, great centering 
and perfect surfaces. A flick of wear by one corner led PSA 
to grade this a Near Mint Plus 7.5.

255  1969 Topps 95 Bench PSA 7 ............... 200
Extremely popular card, these are elusive in this grade. 
Centered mildly to the left border, the corners are all quite 
sharp. The color is terrific, the white borders are pristine.

256  1969 Topps 533 Ryan PSA 7 ............... 240
Very high-end 7, this is only Ryan’s second-year card, we 
always thought these were undervalued. Well centered, this 
has four strong corners and great color. The borders are 
perfectly clean, this is a great looking card for the grade.

257  1969 Topps 597 Fingers RC PSA 7.5 .............. 90
Very well centered with solid corners, this fine looking card 
is a flick away from an 8.
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259  1969 Topps Super 2  F. Robinson  PSA 8 ............ 60
Great image, this is one of Frank’s most attractive. Super 
sharp and clean, this is a high-end 8 to our eyes.

260  1970 Topps 630 Banks PSA 7 ................. 50
Well centered with four solid corners, this looks to be a 
very high-end 7 to our eyes.

261  1970 Topps 660 Bench PSA 7.5 ............ 100
A key to the set, this is in weak condition in so many 1970 
Topps sets. Sharp card, this is just shy of an 8. Centered to 
the top border, this is a quality Near Mint Plus 7.5 card.

262  1970 Topps 712 Ryan PSA 6 ............... 150
Crisp card has four square corners and a fine photo. Cen-
tered to the left border, this is the key to this widely collect-
ed set.

263  1971 Topps 513 Ryan PSA 7 ............... 200
Beautiful 71 Ryan, the borders are jet black, the color is ter-
rific. The corners are very strong, the surfaces are pristine. 
Centered to the right border, this will look great in any high 
grade 71 set.

262.2    1971 Topps      1         Orioles TC        PSA 8 ........... 60
Desirable 8, these have been appreciating in recent years. 
Reasonably well centered and quite sharp, this will nicely 
begin your high grade 71 set.

263.2 1971 Topps 580 Tony Perez        PSA 8 ........... 50
Always a tough card, it is great to find these in 8 holders. 
Reasonably well entered with four sharp corners, this is a 
nice 8.

264  1972 Topps 51 Harmon Killebrew   PSA 8 .... 25
265  1973 Topps 473 Aaron Ldr PSA 8 ................. 10

266  1973 Topps 615 Schmidt RC/Cey
                                   Beckett 7 ............. 250
Centered to the left border, this has four sharp corners. 
The borders are white, the card has good color and quality 
images.

266.2  1975 Topps 228 Brett RC PSA 8 ............... 100
Classic 1970s Rookie Card, these are always desirable. Very 
sharp card, slight centering to the right border keeps this 
out of contention for a 9.

267  1976 Topps 240 Pete Rose PSA 8 ................. 60
Classic Pete Rose Topps card, this one is very well centered 
with four sharp corners. Freshly graded, this is a very high-
end 8 to our eyes.

268  1980 Topps 482 R. Henderson RC  PSA 8 ..... 125
Hot 8, this is well centered with four sharp corners.

269  1993 SP 279 Derek Jeter RC  Beckett 8.5 . 150
Vital Derek Jeter RC, these have been very hot and are 
always desirable. The offered card is a Beckett 8.5, the sub-
grades are centering 9.5, edges 8.5, corners 8 and surface 8.5.
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270  1993 SP 279 Derek Jeter RC
                               Beckett 8.5 ........... 150
Vital Derek Jeter RC, these have been very hot and are 
always desirable. The offered card is a Beckett 8.5, the sub-
grades are centering 9.5, edges 9, corners 8 and surface 9.

271  1993 SP 279 Derek Jeter RC  SGC 8.5 .......... 150
Vital Derek Jeter RC, these have been very hot and are 
always desirable. The card appears to be super sharp and 
clean, we believe a flick of white at the lower left corner kept 
this from grading a 9. It will be interesting to see where 
these trade at in a year or two.

272  1997 Fleer 512 David Ortiz RC  PSA 10 ............ 90
Neat card of this charismatic slugger, we submitted this 
ourselves and it came back a 10.

273  2001 Bowman 264 Pujols RC PSA 9 ................. 90
Mint 9 Pujols Rookie, this has four razor sharp corners 
and perfect color borders.

274  2001 Topps Chrome
  596 Pujols RC  PSA 9 ................. 90
Classic Pujols Rookie, this has four dead Mint corners and 
is pristine.

275  2001 Topps Gallery 135  Pujols RC  PSA 9 ........... 25

276  2001 Topps Traded  
  99 Pujols/Suzuki RC PSA 10 ............. 270
Great card, how smart was Topps to pair these two certain 
future HOFers on the same card? We submitted this to PSA, 
it is absolutely immaculate, pristine and razor sharp, it fully 
deserves it’s lofty 10 grade.

277  2001 Topps Traded
  247 Pujols RC  PSA 10 ............. 750
Key early 1990 card of this certain future HOFer, these are 
always very desirable in 10 holders. We had this graded, it is 
truly razor sharp and absolutely immaculate.

278  2001 Upper Deck 271  Ichiro RC  PSA 10 .......... 80
Fun card, these are always nice to find in PSA 10 holders.

279  2001 Upper Deck 295  Pujols RC  PSA 10 ........ 120
Gem Mint Pujols Rookie, this has a terrific image of 
Pujols’s classic swing.

280  2014 Topps Silver Signatures 
  Mookie Betts Signed RC (11/25)  8 ...................... 240
Extremely limited edition card, this seems so undervalued 
compared to other modern cards. One of the very best play-
ers in baseball, this is a limited edition signed Rookie Card. 
This very thick card has perfect gloss and no visible corner 
or edge wear to our eyes. The autograph is in flowing silver 
sharpie ink and is a 9/10 to our eyes. Great card.
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Baseball Card Sets, Lots & Related

281  1882 H804-11 Trade Cards
  Complete Set (9)  Ex ..................... 100
One of the most attractive of all 19th century trade cards, 
these cards have a rich blue border and terrific images. Ex-
ceptionally clean, these are on fragile paper stock and have 
the sharpest corners that we have ever seen on this issue. 
Like almost all 19th century issues, these were removed 
from a scrapbook; fortunately, the work was quite good with 
hardly any paper loss or major issues, the backs also happen 
to display quite well overall. Our consignor paid $1,200 for 
these back in 1995, it will be interesting to see where they 
end up. I would not assume that another full set in this qual-
ity will be coming on the market again anytime soon.

282  1909 Domino Discs  
        105 different w/Johnson, Mathewson   Ex ................. 800
Great issue of these undervalued and fun collectibles, you 
have to love the backs! Offered is an extremely substantial 
lot, this is as close to a set as most of us will ever get! The 
condition ranges from Good to Ex-Mt, we feel these average 
Ex overall. There are rough pieces here and also very clean 
examples. A complete checklist will be on our website. The 
lot includes 17 HOFers. These better pieces come in the lot: 
Frank Baker, Chief Bender, Roger Bresnahan, Mordecai 
Brown, Frank Chance, Eddie Cicotte, Fred Clarke, Eddie 
Collins, Johnny Evers, Miller Huggins, Hugh Jennings, 
Walter Johnson, John Knight Yank., Sherry Magee, Rube 
Marquard, ChristyMathewson, Fred Merkle, Pat Moran 
Cubs, G.Street Senators, Joe Tinker, Bobby Wallace, Ed 
Walsh, Zach Wheat and O.Wilson Pirates.

283 1909 T206   Lot of 8 different 
   w/Kleinow Boston Beckett 2 .................... 100
Pleasing lot of T206s, these are anchored by 
the desirable Kleinow Boston variation
(PSA 2). The other cards are commons, one is 
a Polar Back. The backs are clean save for one 
card, they appear to be Good to VG overall 
and display nicely.

284  1909 T206
 Lot of 76 commons with six duplicatates   GVG ..... 750
Very pleasing lot of T206s, the cards have a consistent look 
and feel. Many of the cards have moderate creasing and a 
fair amount of corner, they vary mildly in grade. The cards 
tend to display well, the backs are very clean overall as only 
three cards appear to have any back issues. There could 
be slabbed 3s hiding here, this is not a super low grade or 
abused lot by any stretch. T206 lots like this have become 
rare due to slabbing, no doubt these will find a happy home. 

285  1909-1912 Phillies Tobacco and Related Lot
   (46 pcs)     ........................ 400
Honest low to mid-grade lot of Phillies tobacco cards, we 
will have scans of everything on our website. Fresh lot has 
not been picked for grading, these are low grade overall. The 
lot breaks down as follows: T206 (31 pcs w/Collins, Titus), 
T205 (9 w 2 Benders), T207 (3), M116 (Bates), T213 Type 2 
(Paskert) and S74 Silk Ewing (white). This lot should have a 
very substantial value as singles. The T206 backs include 
eleven Polar Bears and one Sovereign.
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286  1930s/1940s Card Lot (47 pcs w/HOFers) ............ 150
Mixed grade lot, these are from 1933-1948, the cards range 
mainly from Poor to VG. The lot breaks down as follows: 
33 Tattoo Orbit Whitney, 33 Goudey (12 w/Maranville, 
Manush, O’Doul), 34 Goudey (9 w/Appling, Manush), 34-36 
Diamond Stars (5 w/Averill, Cuyler), 34 Batter Up (4), 36 
Goudey (3), 39 Play Ball (2 w/1 high number), 40 Play Ball  
(2), 41 Play Ball (6 w/Klein), 48 Leaf Appling and 48 Swell 
Gum Feller, Furillo. Nice lot.

287  1939 Play Ball  Wrapper (rare)   ........................ 100
Extremely scarce and desirable wrapper, these are revered by 
collectors and hardly ever come to market. There is chipping 
at the upper right corner, the ticket is otherwise bright and 
clean.

288  1940 Harry Hartman Reds
  Complete Set (30)  Ex-Mt .............. 100
Seldom offered little set of the 1940 NL Champion Reds, we 
hardly ever see these anymore. Centering varies as always, 
the cards are crisp and very clean and average about Ex-Mt 
overall. The stars grade as follows: Arnovich NM, Derringer 
Ex, Gowdy Ex-Mt+, Lombardi Ex-Mt+, McKechnie Ex-Mt+, 
VanderMeer Ex and Walters VG-Ex.

289  1941 Play Ball
  Near-Set (60 different w/7 HOFers)  VG-Ex ........ 450
Very close to a set, this is a solid mid-grade run. The condi-
tion varies from VG to Ex-Mt, this is a nice run. Substantial 
lot, these better cards come in the lot: 1 Miller Ex, 6 Hubbell 
VG+, 8 Ott VG+, 10 Vaughan Ex-Mt, 15 Cronin VG-Ex, 18 
Greenberg Ex mc, 19 Gehringer VG+, 20 Ruffing VG+, 21 
Keller VG-Ex/Ex, 39 Henrich VG, 51 Camilli Ex-Mt+, 55 
Wyatt Ex-Mt, 56 Vander Meer Ex+ and 57 Arnovich Ex.

290  1947-66 Exhibits  
  84 different w/HOFers & Stars Ex+ .................. 240
Clean lot, these are in individual holders for protection.  
A nice start on a set, the lot has 17 HOFers and some stars. 
The condition varies mildly, these grade a nice Ex Plus over-
all to our eyes. These better cards come in the lot: Ashburn, 
Ritchie, Banks Script, Yogi Berra (MADE), Campanella (2), 
Hodges B on Cap, Kaline Kneeling, Kell, Lemon No Glove, 
Musial Kneeling, Reese, Ball Partial, Rizzuto, Snider B Cap 
and Walters.
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291 1948 Bowman  Complete SGC Graded Set
  (Average Grade 4.16)   ...................... 1000
Terrific value set, the key Rookie Cards and tougher cards 
in this set have been rapidly appreciating in price in recent 
years. Nicely composed, the set has quality key cards and 
sharper cards, with two each of a 6, 6.5, 7 and 7.5. Sure to 
have a large breakdown value as singles, the set is as follows: 
1 Elliott RC 3, 2 Blackwell RC 4, 3 Kiner RC 3, 4 Mize 5, 5 
Feller 3, 6 Berra RC 4.5, 7 Reiser SP 6, 8 Rizzuto 4, 9 Cooper 
3, 10 Rosar 3, 11 Lindell 7, 12 Sain RC 5, 13 Marshall SP 7.5, 
14 Reynolds RC 4, 15 Joost 3, 16 Lohrke SP 3, 17 Slaughter 
3, 18 Spahn RC 3, 19 Henrich 3.5, 20 Kerr SP 3.5, 21 Fain RC 
4, 22 Bevens SP RC 3, 23 Jansen RC 3, 24 Leonard SP 6.5, 25 
McCosky 3, 26 Shea SP RC 3, 27 Gordon RC 7, 28 Verban SP 
3, 29 Page SP RC 5.5, 30 Lockman SP RC 6, 31 McCahan 5, 
32 Rigney 5.5, 33 Johnson 3, 34 Jones SP 6.5, 35 Stirnweiss 
RC 4, 36 Musial RC 3, 37 Hartung 3, 38 Schoendienst RC 
1.5, 39 Galan 5, 40 Marion RC 4, 41 Barney RC 5, 42 Poat 3, 
43 Edwards 4, 44 Wyrostek 3.5, 45 Sauer RC 7.5, 46 Weh-
meier 5.5, 47 Thomson RC 1.5 and 48 Koslo RC 4.

292  1948 - 1952 Detroit Tigers Collection (60) 
 w/high numbers VG-Ex/Ex ........ 150
Neat binder of clean mid-grade Tigers cards, these are from 
a hobby old timer, nothing has been picked for grading. 
The lot breaks down as follows: 49 Bowman (10 w/Kell), 51 
Bowman (23 w/5 high numbers) and 52 Topps (27 w/Kell 
and two high numbers). This lot will have some real value as 
singles given the years and the high numbers.

293  1949 Jimmy Fund Boston Braves Die-Cuts
  Elliott, G w/orig. envelope Ex-Mt .............. 100
Such a neat issue, the images do not do justice to these great 
looking 11 inch tall die-cut cards. With the original mailing 
envelope, this is a great card to add to an advanced type-
card collection. The original easel is flat and unused, this 
shows hardly any wear, with just some minute spotting in 
the center, this displays very well.

294  1949 Jimmy Fund Boston Braves Die-Cuts
  Holmes w/orig. envelope VG ..................... 75
Such a neat issue, the images do not do justice to these great 
looking 11 inch tall die-cut cards. With the original mailing 
envelope, this is a great card to add to an advanced type-
card collection. The original easel is flat and unused, this 
shows hardly any wear, a crease on Holmes’s neck keeps this 
at VG, it still displays quite well.

295  1950 Royal Desserts 
  10 Bobby Thomson Full Box   ........................ 120
Full box has the gelatin. Sealed as issued, this has not been 
opened and is complete. There is general wear, this has a 
antique feel to it, the condition looks to be VG overall. 
Fun piece.
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296  1951 Bowman  227 different
  w/many secondary stars VG to VG-Ex ... 500
Consistent and ideal lot for the grade, these are perfect to 
use to start a mid-grade set. This lot has some real value, as 
it includes a large number of secondary stars. The lot has 
hardly anything in need of upgrading. These better cards 
come in the lot: 3 Roberts, 6 Newcombe, 10 Schoendienst, 
14 Dark, 24 Blackwell, 25 Raschi, 40 Bell RC, 46 Kell , 
50 Mize, 53 Lemon, 56 Branca, 60 Carrasquel RC, 62 Bou-
dreau, 78 Wynn, 81 Furillo, 109 Reynolds, 110 B Brown, 
118 P Roe, 122 Garagiola RC, 126 Thomson, 127 Maglie RC, 
186 Ashburn, 187 Rosen, 196 Pierce RC, 203 Law RC, 218 
Lopat, 219 Woodling RC, 223 VanderMeer, 233 Durocher, 
238 Reiser and 245 Berardino RC.

297  1951 Bowman
  Complete Set -5 Cards (319/324)  Ex ..................... 700
Among the most classic of all baseball cards, the 1951 
Bowman stands the test of time. Fresh set, our consignor, 
a visionary collector, obtained this in the 1980s as part of 
an amazing collection. The five key cards will be offered as 
separate lots in various auctions but there is some 
SERIOUS star power remaining here. Due to the current 
cost of slabbing, our consignor has decided to let the next 
person deal with that issue, in other words, there are MANY 
FINE CARDS HERE TO GET SLABBED. Also please note 
the high number run is missing only Mantle and Mays, and 
has a very substantial catalog value as singles. Ex overall 
with mild variance in both directions, this is a very clean 
and fine 1951 Bowman set. The many better cards in this 
very substantial lot include the following: 2 Berra Ex, 7 
Hodges Ex+, 26 Rizzuto VG-Ex/Ex, 30 Feller Ex, 31 Cam-
panella VG-Ex/Ex ctd, 32 Snider Ex-Mt, 80 Reese VG-Ex/
Ex, 122 Garagiola RC VG-Ex/Ex, 134 Spahn Ex-Mt, 181 
Stengel Ex, 186 Ashburn VG-Ex ctd, 198 M Irvin RC Ex ctd, 
232 N Fox RC NM, 254 Jensen RC Ex, 260 Erskine RC NM, 
282 Frisch VG-Ex/Ex, 290 Dickey Ex, 295 Al Lopez Ex, 306 
Piersall RC Ex ctd, 317 Burgess RC Ex-Mt+, 323 Adcock 
RC VG-Ex/Ex and 324 Pramesa RC Ex-Mt. There are three 
cards included with the lot: 174 Owen (vintage signed), 290 
Dickey and 295 Lopez. Great lot.

298  Full Run of Four Red Man Complete Sets, 
  all without tabs Ex+ .................. 750
Fun and extremely colorful run of these overlooked cards, 
the eye appeal is tremendous. These are highly evocative sets 
with the great colors and graphic design from the 1950s. 
Loaded with HOFers and stars, these sets represent a rare 
great value in 1950s baseball card sets. Missing the tabs, 
generally otherwise well cut, we feel these average about Ex 
overall with typical variance. The 1952 set is a grade below 
the others, the 1954 set does not have the variations, there 
are some very sharp cards scattered about the lot. The key 
cards from each set grades as follows: 1952: 15.2 Willie Mays 
VG-Ex mk, 16.2 Stan Musial VG-Ex/Ex, 21.2 Duke Snider 
VG-Ex/Ex, 23.1 Ted Williams VG-Ex/Ex; 1953:  3.1 Larry 
Yogi Berra VG+, 5.2 Roy Campanella Ex, 14.2 Edwin Duke 
Snider Ex++, 26.2 Stan Musial VG-Ex/Ex; 1954: 4.1 George 
Kell (Boston) VG-Ex/Ex, 6.1 Sam Mele (Chicago) NM, 9.1 
Dave Philley (Philadelphia) Good, 13.2 Roy Campanella 
NM, 15.2 Pee Wee Reese Ex-Mt, 16.1 Ed Whitey Ford Ex-
Mt+, 16.2 Edwin Duke Snider Ex-Mt+, 17.1 Phil Rizzuto 
Nm-Mt, 19.2 Enos Slaughter VG-Ex/Ex, 20.1 Larry Yogi 
Berra  Ex+, 25.2 Willie Mays VG+  and 1955: 7.2 Willie Mays 
NM, 16.1 Larry Yogi Berra  VG-Ex, 19.2 Duke Snider VG.
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299  1953 Bowman Color
  84 different w/HOFers & stars VG to VG-Ex ... 400
Very attractive and consistent lot for the the grade, this is 
just over half of this vital and unique 1950s set. The condi-
tion varies only mildly outside of our overall grade, these 
many better cards come in the lot: 1 Williams, 8 Rosen, 9 
Rizzuto, 10 Ashburn, 11 Shantz, 12 Erskine, 16 Bob Friend, 
18 N Fox, 21 Garagiola, 24 Jackie Jensen, 27 Vic Raschi, 36 
Minoso, 40 Doby, 51 Irvin, 55 Durocher, 57 Boudreau, 68 
Reynolds, 78 Furillo, 80 Kiner, 81 Slaughter, 84 Bauer, 92 
Hodges and 96 Maglie.

300  1953 Topps
  227 different w/stars and 39 high #s   GVG ........... 400
Lower grade but not abused lot, these tend to have lots of 
corner wear but not much creasing (there are some weak-
er cards in the lot to be clear). The cards retain good eye 
appeal, they are just honest lower grade cards. A very solid 
portion of this vital 1950s Topps set, the 39 high numbers 
provide for some serious catalog value. These better cards 
come in the lot: 9 Collins, 27 Campanella, 43 McDougald, 
44 Kinder, 54 Feller, 61 Wynn, 62 Irvin, 66 Minoso, 76 
Reese, 77 Mize, 78 Schoendienst, 81 Black, 86 Martin, 87 
Lopat, 114 Rizzuto, 119 Sain, 138 Kell, 147 Spahn, 151 
Wilhelm, 162 Kluszewski, 225 Shantz, 254 Roe, 258 Gilliam, 
265 Jensen and 273 Haddix RC.

301  Lot of 11 different Red Man HOFers w/tabs .......... 100
Mid-grade lot, these range from VG-Ex to Ex-Mt. The con-
tent is as follows: 53 Ashburn, Fox, Wynn, 54 Campanella, 
Ford, Fox, Hodges, Irvin, Mathews, Snider, Wynn and 
55 Wynn.

302  Box of 590 Cards 1953- 1956 VG ................... 100
From a hobby old timer, the cards range from Poor to VG-
Ex, averaging about VG overall. There is very heavy duplica-
tion of some Philly players. The breakdown is as follows: 53 
Bowman B/W (18 w/Mize, Wilhelm and 2 Harris), 53 Topps 
(87 w/16 high numbers), 54 Bowman (45), 54 Topps (110 
w/Spahn, Kuenn), 55 Bowman (116), 55 Topps (166 w/3 
Mossi RC, 16 high numbers) and 56 Topps (49 w/Ashburn, 
Roberts, Tigers TC).

303  1954 Topps
  223 different w/some minors VG-Ex/Ex ........ 500
Just about 90% of the set, the condition is an ideal VG-Ex/
Ex overall with only very mild variance, including many 
very clean cards. Assembled with care, this lot has most of 
the secondary stars that take up so much of a set collectors 
time, including: 3 Irvin, 7 Kluszewski, 14 P Roe, 15 Rosen, 
35 Gilliam, 36 Wilhelm, 45 Ashburn, 83 Collins, 86 Herman 
CO, 98 Black, 130 Bauer, 137 Moon RC, 139 O’Brien’s, 183 
Combs CO and 187 Manush CO.

304  1955 Bowman  256 different 
  w/stars & many high numbers Ex+ .................. 400
Nice lot is a pleasing Ex Plus overall with mild variance in 
both directions, including some fine Ex-Mt and better cards. 
A perfect foundation for a mid-grade set, the lot includes a 
stout 54 high numbers, including some of the tougher cards. 
These better cards come in the lot: 1 Wilhelm, 29 Schoend-
ienst, 38 Wynn, 60 Slaughter, 65 Zimmer RC, 89 Boudreau, 
97 Podres, 130 Ashburn, 132 Kuenn ERR, 143 Newcombe, 
158 Hodges, 169 Furillo, 171 Roberts, 191 Lemon, 213 Kell, 
231 Konstanty, 259 Mossi RC, 296 Virdon RC, 302 Malzone 
RC and 308 Lopez.
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305  1956 Topps  Collection of 113 different 
  w/Aaron, Williams and other stars   VG-Ex .......... 200
Offered is a quality binder of 1956 Topps cards. Fresh lot 
looks to be have been obtained decades ago. The condition 
is VG-Ex overall with typical variance. As with so many lots, 
the commons are a full grade better than the stars. The lot 
has some very substantial star card content, providing for 
some terrific value in this market. The better cards in the lot 
are as follows : 5 Ted Williams Fair, 15 Banks VG+, 31 Aaron  
VG, 107 Mathews VG+, 140 Score RC Ex, 164 Killebrew 
VG-Ex, 187 E Wynn VG, 195 Kell VG+, 200 Feller VG+, 240 
Ford VG-Ex/Ex, 255 Lemon VG-Ex, 292 Aparicio RC VG+, 
332 Larsen VG+ and 340 McDermott VG. Also included are 
lower grade 55 and 62 Topps Ernie Banks cards.

306  1956 Topps
  313 different plus 35 back variations    Ex-Mt ....... 600
Put together with great card by a collector in the midwest, 
this is a gorgeous lot for the grade. Generally well centered 
and quite clean, these cards average a fine Ex-Mt overall 
with slight variance in both directions. An absolute ideal 
foundation for a sharp 56 set, these are not easy to find in 
this quantity and quality in today’s market. Good value 
lot, especially with the many desirable white backs and 
team cards, this is perfect for someone looking to make or 
upgrade a master set. These better cards come in the lot: 2 
Giles RC, 8 Alston, 25 Kluszewski, 42 Amoros, 58 Roebuck, 
61 Skowron, 63 Craig RC, 72 Phillies TC, 85.2 Indians TC, 
90.3 Reds  TC Ctd, 95.2 Braves TC Ctd, 99 Zimmer, 100.1 
Orioles Team, 109 Slaughter, 111 Red Sox TC, 118 Fox, 120 
Ashburn, 121 Pirates TC, 125 Minoso, 134 Cardinals TC, 
140 Score RC, 145 Hodges, 165 Schoendienst, 173 Podres, 
177 Bauer, 180 R Roberts, 181 B Martin, 187 E Wynn, 188 
White Sox TC, 190 Furillo, 194 Irvin, 195 Kell, 213 Tigers 
TC, 223 Jackson, 225 McDougald, 226 Giants TC, 233 
Erskine, 235 Newcombe, 236 Athletics TC, 250 Doby, 255 
Lemon, 257 Thomson, 280 Gilliam, 288 Cerv, 299 Neal and 
340 McDermott.

307  Box of 1,012 Cards 1957- 1959 VG to VG-Ex ... 150
From a hobby old timer, the cards mainly range VG to VG-
Ex, with Ex and Ex-Mt cards scattered about. There is very 
heavy duplication of some Philly players. The breakdown is 
as follows: 57 Topps (433 w/three Colavito RCs, 26 semi-
high numbers), 58 Topps (384 w/Roberts, Giants TC, 10 
Bunnings, 5 Minosos and 10 Herzogs) and 59 Topps (195).

308  1957 Topps   293 different w/some stars 
  and 55 semi-high numbers VG-Ex/Ex ........ 550
Good value lot with the many $25 high book semi-high 
numbers, this is a nice portion of a classic Topps set. These 
are a pleasing mid-grade, reasonably consistent, with only 
mild and typical variance (there are some weaker cards 
here). These better cards come in the lot: 5 Maglie, 7 Apa-
ricio, 12 Groat, 15 Roberts, 29 Herzog RC, 38 Nellie Fox, 
40 Wynn, 45 Furillo, 50 Score, 53 Labine, 70 Ashburn, 80 
Hodges, 82 E. Howard, 85 Doby, 120 Lemon, 122 K Boyer, 
130 Newcombe, 154 Schoendienst, 165 Kluszewski, 170 
Snider, 175 Larsen, 203 Wilhelm, 212 Colavito RC, 215 
Slaughter, 220 Jensen, 270 Senators TC, 275 Indians TC, 
284 Zimmer, 312 Kubek RC and 322 Cin. Reds TC.
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309  1957 Topps  270 different 
  w/Mantle & Brooks Robinson   Ex ................... 700
Not your average 57 partial set, this one has most of the key 
cards. The condition varies mainly from VG-Ex to Ex-Mt, 
with many clean cards, we feel the set averages a solid Ex 
overall. There are 32 semi-high numbers in the lot. The 
many desirable key cards grade as follows: 1 Williams Ex+, 2 
Berra Ex-Mt, 10 Mays Ex, 20 Aaron  VG, 25 Ford Ex, 30 Re-
ese NM, 35 F Robby RC GVG, 55 Banks VG+, 62 Martin Ex-
Mt+, 76 Clemente Ex, 95 Mantle VG+, 125 Kaline Ex, 165 
Klu VG-Ex/Ex, 210 Campanella VG-Ex/Ex, 286 Richardson 
RC Ex-Mt, 328 B Robby RC Good, 400 Dodgers Sluggers 
Ex+ and 407 Berra/Mantle Ex-Mt well ctd.

311  1958 Topps  Complete Set -4 VG-Ex/Ex ........ 500
Missing just some lesser cards, this set has two additional 
yellow letter variations. Very mixed set, this one ranges fully 
from Good to Near Mint; the set averages VG-Ex to Ex or 
Ex overall, there are many nice cards, the set could benefit 
from some simple TLC. Loaded with value, dealers always 
love these. We grade the many key cards as follows: 1 Wil-
liams VG, 5 Mays Ex-Mt, 24.2 Hobie Landrith YL Ex-Mt, 25 
Drysdale Ex+, 30.1 Aaron PSA 5, 32.2 JW Porter YL Ex-Mt, 
40 Kell PSA 5, 45 Groat PSA 6, 47 Maris RC VG+, 52.1 Cle-
mente Ex, 70.1 Al Kaline VG, 150 Mantle VG, 187 Koufax 
VG+, 246 Yanks TC Ex, 285 F Robby VG-Ex/Ex, 288 Kille-
brew Ex, 295 Minoso PSA 6, 307 B Robby VG+, 310 Banks 
GVG, 321 Klu/Williams Ex-Mt mc, 343 Cepeda RC VG-Ex/
Ex, 370 Berra Good, 418 Mantle/Aaron Ex+, 436 Mays/Snid-
er Ex, 485 Williams AS Good and 487 Mantle AS NM.

310  1957 Topps
  Complete Set minus B. Robinson VG-Ex .............. 875
One of the most popular and classic of all 1950s Topps sets, 
these are always desirable and sought after. The offered set 
varies but is nice overall. Missing just one card (it came 
back a PSA 7 and was sold in a prior auction), there is some 
serious value here. The key semi-high number run is a solid 
Ex overall, with some weaker cards. The set start starts off 
slow and then gets much nicer, it is about half Ex or better, 
the balance varies mainly from VG to VG-Ex with some 
weaker cards that can be upgraded. This set is ideal both for 
a collector who wants a project or for a dealer to break down 
to sell as singles. We grade the many key cards as follows: 1 
Williams Good, 2 Berra VG+, 10 Mays Fair, 18 Drysdale RC 
Good, 20 Aaron  PSA 4, 25 Ford Good, 35 F. Robinson RC 
PSA 5, 55 Banks VG+, 76 Clemente PSA 4, 80 Hodges PSA 
6, 95 Mantle PSA 1.5, 170 Snider VG, 210 Campanella VG-
Ex, 212 Colavito RC VG-Ex/Ex, 286 Richardson RC Ex-Mt, 
302 Koufax VG+, 324 Dodgers TC VG-Ex/Ex, 338 Bunning 
RC PSA 6, 400 Dodgers Sluggers GVG and 407 Berra/Man-
tle GVG. Please not as of mid-April 2021, the market value 
of just the six PSA cards is nearly $1,800.
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312  1958 Topps  423 different w/several stars
    VG-Ex/Ex ........ 500
Pleasing 58 Topps near-set, the condition is about 70-75% 
VG-Ex or better, the balance is mostly GVG to VG, the cards 
are not bad at all. Good value lot, the condition is reason-
ably consistent, these better cards come in the lot: 2 Lemon, 
19 Giants TC, 40 Kell, 42 Roseboro RC, 71 Dodgers TC, 
85 Aparicio, 100 E Wynn, 101 Richardson Yellow Letter, 
115 Bunning, 162 Hodges, 230 Ashburn, 238 Maz, 285 F. 
Robinson, 314 Snider/Alston, 351 Braves, 393 Kubek, 440 
Mathews, 476 Musial AS, 484 F. Robinson AS and 488 Aaron 
AS.

313  1959 Topps 
 357 different w/secondary stars NM .................. 350
This lot was the foundation of a set loaded with PSA 7s, 8s 
and 9s. Put together with great care, this is among the very 
finest condition lots of it’s kind that we have seen or han-
dled. Fresh and very fine, the cards are a striking Near Mint 
overall with only slight variance. A perfect foundation for a 
superb 59 set, a large number of secondary stars come in the 
lot, they will be noted on our website.

314  1959 Topps Complete Set -14 cards
   w/Mantle PSA 4 Ex-Mt .............. 500
Classic 1950s Topps set, these are always very popular 
among both collectors and dealers with the many star cards. 
The missing cards are 20, 50, 380, 509, 510, 552, 554, 557, 
559, 560, 561, 564, 567 and 571. The condition varies mildly 
but the cards are quite sharp and clean overall, we estimate 
that about 70% of the set grades Ex-Mt, the balance near-
ly all Ex. This is absolutely perfect to use as a base set to 
upgrade, or for dealer stock. Centering varies as always, es-
pecially on some of the otherwise sharp high numbers. The 
key cards are as follows: 10 Mantle PSA 4, 40.2 Spahn 1921 
Ex-Mt, 150 Musial NM, 163 Koufax PSA 6, 180 Berra NM, 
202 Maris PSA 5, 350 Banks Ex-Mt+, 461 Mickey Mantle 
HR Ex-Mt+, 478 Clemente Ex, 514 Bob Gibson RC Ex, 515 
Harmon Killebrew Ex-Mt, 528 Pirates TC VG unmarked, 
543 Trio/Clemente Ex-Mt and 563 Mays AS VG-Ex/Ex.
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315  1960 Topps 
  360 assorted w/many stars VG-Ex .............. 100
Mixed grade lot, these average VG-Ex overall to our eyes 
but vary quite a bit in grade. The lot has many secondary 
stars and high numbers are here as well, the duplication is 
very mild. These better cards come in the lot: 1 Wynn (2), 7 
Mays/Rigney (2), 10 Banks, 28 B. Robinson, 50 Kaline, 73 
Gibson (2), 100 Fox, 160 Mantle/Boyer, 210 Killebrew, 250 
Musial, 326 Clemente, 560 Banks AS and 565 Maris AS.

316  1961 Topps
  413 different w/minor stars Ex-Mt .............. 350
Clean and well centered overall, this is a solid lot for the 
grade. The lot is 60-70% Ex-Mt (with some nicer), the bal-
ance is mainly Ex and Ex Plus. These better cards come in 
the lot: 30 Fox, 41 Groat/Mays/Clemente LL, 43 Banks/Aar-
on/Math/ LL, 49 Drys/Koufax/Broglio LL, 80 Killebrew, 88 
Ashburn, 120 Mathews, 200 Spahn, 207 Koufax/Podres, 228 
Yankees TC, 307 Mantle WS2, 311 Ford WS6, 313 Pirates 
Celebration WS, 406 Mantle 565’ HR, 428 Barker SP, 490 
Bunning and 506 W. Davis RC.
=
318  1963 Post Cereal  177 different 
  w/Aaron, Koufax & Mays VG-Ex/Ex ........ 175
The key Post Cereal set, this is the hardest to complete and 
the most desirable. Offered is nearly 90% of a full set. The 
condition varies as always but averages a pleasing VG-Ex/
Ex or so overall. The cuts are good overall, the backs are 
generally clean, there are some very crisp and sharp cards in 
the lot. This run contains twenty-one HOFers. These better 
cards come in the lot: 46 Cash, 70 Phillips, 98 Cottier, 
100 Osteen, 106 Mays, 118 Snider, 121 Koufax, 131 F. Robin-
son, 140 Hoak, 141 Skinner, 152 Aaron, 153 Crandall, 
174 Hubbs, 182 Covington, 197 Ashburn.

317  Large 1960 - 1968 Topps Lot w/hundreds 
 of high numbers (4,000 plus cards)  VG to VG-Ex 1000
This is an inventory box from an old time dealer, most of the 
cards are in numerical order. The condition really varies but 
is not bad at all, there is duplication, sometimes in the area 
of five per card but overall it is not bad at all. We are calling 
the lot VG to VG-Ex overall but there are many, many Ex or 
better cards throughout the lot, including some very sharp 
Near Mint cards scattered within the 1966 - 1968 Topps lots. 
Mainly a common lot, this has a few stars. The lot is notable 
for a very large number of high numbers and semi-high 
numbers, providing for some serious catalog value. The lot 
breaks down as follows, the counts aside from the high num-
bers are approximate: 1961 Topps (527 w/27 high numbers), 
1962 Topps (291 w/64 high numbers), 1963 Topps (560 w/81 
semi-high numbers and 88 high numbers), 1964 Topps (750 
w/179 high numbers), 1965 Topps (600 w/many high num-
bers), 1966 Topps (400), 1967 Topps (700 w/many semi-high 
numbers) and 1968 Topps (180). Lots of this size and depth 
are few and far between in the modern hobby and represent 
an outstanding value for both dealers and collectors who 
want to build sets and sell/trade off the doubles.

319  1963 Fleer 
  Complete Set w/Adcock PSA 7 Ex ..................... 625
Missing the checklist, these tend to be crisp cards, centering 
varies extensively as is typical. The condition is about 40% or 
so Ex-Mt, the balance varies, mainly again due to centering. 
A good value set in today’s market as it has many HOFers, 
this set is not bad at all and could benefit from some simple 
upgrades for centering; it still remains a strong value as 
offered. We grade the key cards as follows: 4 B. Robinson Ex, 
5 Mays Ex mc, 8 Yastrzemski Ex-Mt, 41 Drysdale Ex-Mt, 42 
Koufax VG+, 43 Wills RC Ex, 45 Spahn Ex++, 46 Adcock SP 
PSA 7, 56 Clemente   Ex, 59 Mazeroski Ex-Mt+, 61 Gibson 
Ex and 64 Cepeda VG-Ex/Ex.
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320  1963 Topps  457 different w/stars 
  and 46 semi-high numbers Ex-Mt .............. 500
Quality Ex-Mt 1963 Topps lot, this is a fine foundation for 
a clean set. Also perfect for a dealer or someone looking to 
upgrade, the forty-six semi-high numbers and the various 
better cards in the lot will provide for some real catalog 
value. The cards are a fresh and colorful Ex-Mt overall with 
mild variance. These better cards come in the lot: 3 Mays/
Aaron/Banks LL, 4 Kill/Maris/Colav LL, 5 Koufax/Gibson/
Drys LL, 9 Drys/Koufax LL, 18 Clemente Special, 68 Hodg-
es/Snider, 125 Roberts, 126 Uecker, 135 Ashburn, 138 Mays/
Musial, 205 Aparicio, 233 Stengel MG, 245 Hodges, 250 
Musial, 275 Mathews, 312 Colts Team, 323 Mazeroski, 337 
Dodgers TC, 345 B Robinson, 365 Bunning, 375 Boyer, 394 
McCarver, 398 Powell, 420 Richardson, 470 Tresh SP, 484 
Long, 495 Thomas SP, 505 Flood, 520 Cepeda, 525 Fox, 558 
Hunt RC and 576 Temple.

321  1964 Topps  Near-Set (534 different w/stars
   & 47 high #s)          Ex-Mt w/many Near Mint ....... 500
Fine Ex-Mt overall, the condition varies both ways, there are 
many sharp Near Mint cards throughout the lot. Good value 
lot due to the high numbers, lots of this kind in this quality 
are not easy to find in this market. These better cards come 
in the lot: 3 Koufax LL, 7 Clem/Aaron LL, 8 Yaz LL, 13 Wil-
helm, 35 E Mathews, 81 Fox, 116 Oliva, 120 Drysdale, 128 
Lolich RC, 136 Koufax WS1, 155 Snider, 167 Pinella RC, 205 
N Fox, 230 B. Robinson, 244 LaRussa RC, 250 Kaline, 262 
Shannon, 265 Bunning, 280 Marichal, 285 Roberts, 320 Co-
lavito, 324 Stengel, 350 McCovey, 360 Pepitone, 375 Santo, 
378 Woodward, 393 Stengel/Kranepool, 395 Tresh, 403 Reds 
TC, 415 Kubek, 419 K Harrelson RC, 429 McCarver, 

445 Skowron, 468 G Perry, 476 R Carty RC, 512 W Horton 
RC, 528 Duncan RC, 531 Dodgers TC, 538 Minoso, 540 
Aparicio, 547 Hodges, 550 Ken Hubbs, 561 R Wise RC, 579 
Red Sox TC and 587 Daniels.

322  1965 Topps   Complete Set Ex ..................... 500
Attractive example of this ever popular 1960s Topps set, the 
cards are about 25% Ex-Mt or better, 50% Ex to Ex Plus, the 
balance is mainly VG-Ex. The set could benefit from some 
simple upgrading. Anchored by a nicely centered Man-
tle, this is set is loaded with value, we grade the many key 
cards as follows: 3 Kill/Mantle Ex, 16 Morgan RC VG+, 134 
Mantle WS Ex-Mt, 155 Maris VG+ ctd, 160 Clemente VG, 
170 Aaron Ex, 207 Rose Ex, 250 Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 300 Koufax 
GVG, 320 Gibson Ex-Mt, 350 Mantle Ex, 385 Yastrzemski 
VG-Ex/Ex, 400 Killebrew VG, 461 Carroll/Niekro , 470 
Berra Ex-Mt, 477 Carlton RC GVG, 510 Banks VG+, 526 
Hunter RC GVG, 540 Brock Ex-Mt and 581 Perez RC Ex-Mt.

323  1965 Topps 
  518 different w/some stars NM .................. 500
Outstanding condition lot, these average a fine Near Mint 
overall. Much better centered than lots of this kind are typ-
ically found, this is an ideal foundation for a high grade set. 
The condition varies only very slightly, these are really nice 
cards. Many secondary stars, specials and high numbers will 
lead to a high catalog value here. These better cards come 
in the lot: 1 Oliva/Howard, 2 Clemente/Aaron, 5 Brooks/
Killebrew/Mantle, 15 Roberts, 20 Bunning, 50 Marichal, 55 
Conigliaro, 65 Kubek, 100 Boyer, 145 Tiant, 176 McCovey, 
187 Stengel, 205 Spahn, 260 Drysdale, 266 Campaneris RC, 
380 Colavito, 385 Yastrzemski, 440 Tresh, 473 Blair/Davey 
Johnson RC, 475 Boyer, 478 Wood, 479 Harrelson, 484 Per-
ranoski, 485 Fox, 500 Mathews, 527 Torborg, 556 Schoend-
ienst and 561 Lefebvre.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
 many additional images. 
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324  1966 Topps  447 different w/minor stars
   & 70 semi-high numbers NM .................. 300
Fine lot of very sharp 1966 Topps cards, this is an absolutely 
ideal foundation for a sharp set. Our consignor worked hard 
on these, and he found many superb condition cards. There 
should be many potential 8s here, the cards are really nice. 
The condition does vary slightly, the lot includes nine of the 
red hot League Leader cards. These better cards come in 
the lot: 36 Hunter, 90 Aparicio, 91.1 Uecker TR, 92 Yankees 
Team, 99 Stargell/Clendenon, 132 Cepeda, 219 Johnson/F. 
Rob, 221 Koufax/Marichal, 223 Koufax/Drys, 225 Koufax/
Veale, 385 Boyer, 386 Hodges , 405 Howard, 430 Drysdale, 
445 Kaat, 450 Oliva, 455 Lolich, 461 Face, 468 Podres, 486 
Tommy John, 490 Richardson, 495 McAuliffe, 503 Hamil-
ton, 506 Belinsky, 510 Wilhelm, 515 Howard, 519 Friend 
and 520 Wynn.

326  1967 Topps  494 different 
  w/some secondary stars Ex-Mt .............. 425
Pleasing Ex-Mt overall lot, the condition varies mildly in 
both directions, the centering is quite good overall. Good 
starter set, these better cards come in the lot: 1 The Champs, 
5 Ford , 30 Kaline, 103 Mantle CL, 140 Stargell, 146 Carlton, 
236 Koufax/Marc/Gibson LL, 242 Aaron/Clemente LL, 244 
Aaron/Mays LL, 445 Sutton, 481 Durocher, 500 Marichal 
and 512 Schoendienst.

327  1968 Topps Action All Star Stickers
   Wrapper VG-Ex ................ 90
Very tough wrapper from a revered Topps issue, these do 
not come to market very often. The offered wrapper has 
perfect color and four square corners. There is a slight tear 
at the bottom center in the border, this is otherwise quite 
clean.

328  1968 Topps Baseball Plaks
   Wrapper (rare) GVG ................ 150
Very tough wrapper from a revered Topps issue, these do 
not come to market very often. The offered wrapper has per-
fect color and four square corners. This has some chipping 
and nicks on the surface.

325  1966 Topps  Complete Set -7 Cards  Ex+ ............. 500
Key 1960s Topps set, these are always desirable. The offered 
lot is missing just seven cards (534, 540, 543, 566-7, 584, 
588). Offered is a very nice set with many fine cards. There 
are common PSA 7s w/Flood, we grade the many key cards 
as follows: 1 Mays VG+, 30 Rose Ex++, 50 Mantle Ex, 100 
Koufax Ex, 126 Palmer RC  VG-Ex/Ex, 215 Clemente/Aaron 
Mays Ex-Mt+ ctd, 254 Jenkins RC Ex++, 288 Sutton RC VG-
Ex/Ex, 300 Clemente Ex-Mt+ oc, 365 Maris VG-Ex, 390 B. 
Robinson NM, 500 Aaron Ex ctd, 526 Twins Team NM, 530 
Roberts Ex++, 550 McCovey SP Ex-Mt, 561 Coleman SP Ex-
Mt+, 580 Williams SP VG-Ex/Ex, 583 Tigers Team Ex-Mt, 
591 Jackson RC SP VG-Ex/Ex and 598 Perry Ex++ ctd. The 
high numbers are white-hot right now and grade a strong Ex 
Plus overall with some fine Near Mint cards scattered about; 
the basic set is near Ex-Mt overall with some variance, 
perhaps 30% of more of the cards are Near Mint, these are 
very nice cards. Solid set that is loaded with value, this is an 
almost ideal set for the grade with a huge value as singles.

329  1968 Topps   High Grade Lot (351 different)
    NM .................. 200
Assembled from a larger quantity, these are really nice cards 
that average a solid Near Mint overall with some variance in 
centering. Nothing has been picked for grading, these better 
cards come in the lot: 2 Yaz/F. Rob, 3 Cepeda/Clemente, 4 
Yaz/Kill, 80 Carew, 144 Morgan, 145 Drysdale, 154 Gibson, 
220 Killebrew, 240 Kaline and 369 Yaz. 76
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330  1968 Topps  Complete Set -5 Ex ..................... 400
Nice 1968 Topps set, the stars are a click below the rest of 
the set. Underrated set, the cards look to be about 60-70% 
Ex or better with many sharp cards, the balance is almost all 
VG-Ex. The set could benefit from some simple upgrading 
in spots. We grade the key cards as follows: 45 Seaver NM, 
50 Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 80 Carew Ex, 110 Aaron VG-Ex/Ex, 
150 Clemente Ex, 177 Ryan/Koosman RC PSA 3, 230 Rose 
VG-Ex/Ex, 240 Kaline VG-Ex/Ex, 247 Bench RC VG+, 280 
Mantle VG-Ex/Ex, 330 Maris VG+, 480 Oliva/Cardenas/
Clemente Ex, 490 Kill/Mays/Mantle VG-Ex/Ex, 528 Tigers 
Team VG-Ex/Ex, 530 Bird Belters/Robinson Ex-Mt and 575 
Palmer Ex-Mt. The missing cards are 373, 378, 410, 503 and 
583.

331  1968 Topps
  Complete Set w/Ryan Beckett 4.5 Ex ..................... 900
Pleasing mid-grade set, everything is in a penny sleeve for 
protection. Solid, consistent and attractive mid-grade set, 
this is a very nice set for the grade. The condition varies 
mildly in both directions. Anchored by a hot Ryan Rookie, 
the key cards grade as follows: 1 Clemente/Gon LL VG-Ex/
Ex, 45 Seaver VG, 50 Mays VG, 80 Carew Ex+, 110 Aaron 
Ex, 150 Clemente VG-Ex, 177 Ryan/Koosman RC BVG 4.5, 
230 Rose Ex, 240 Kaline Ex, 247 Bench RC Ex-Mt mc, 250 
Yastrzemski Ex-Mt+, 280 Mantle VG+ ctd, 330 Maris Ex+, 
374 Clemente AS Ex-Mt, 408 Carlton VG-Ex, 480 Oliva/
Cardenas/Clemente VG-Ex/Ex, 490 Killebrew/Mays/Mantle 
PSA Authentic, 500 F. Robinson VG-Ex, 528 Tigers Team 
Ex+, 530 Bird Belters/Robinson VG-Ex/Ex and 575 Palm-
er Ex. Please note the breakdown value of this set is very 
substantial in today’s market with the many key HOFers 
included in the lot.

332  1969 Topps   Complete Set VG-Ex .............. 300
Very popular set, this one varies in grade. The cards range 
from VG to Ex-Mt, but are mainly in the VG-Ex range with 
nicer cards scattered throughout the set. From a hobby old 
timer, some of these are cut short, they are probably not 
trimmed but we can make no guarantees. This set could 
benefit from some simple upgrading if desired. We grade 
the key cards as follows: 50 Clemente  Ex-Mt+, 95 Bench VG, 
100 Aaron Ex, 120 Rose VG-Ex, 190 Mays VG-Ex/Ex ctd, 
255 Carlton Ex cut short, 260 R Jackson RC VG-Ex/Ex cut 
short, 480 Seaver Good, 500.1 Mantle  Poor (pinhole, oth-
erwise nice), 510 Carew VG-Ex/Ex, 533 Ryan Ex nicely ctd, 
550 B. Robinson Ex cut short, 573 Palmer Ex-Mt possible 
trim, 597 Fingers RC VG-Ex and 630 Bonds RC VG-Ex.

333  1969 Topps  Complete Set Ex ..................... 400
Quality 1969 Topps set, this one has some very clean key 
cards that are probably destined for plastic tombs. Ex over-
all, the cards vary in grade mainly from VG-Ex/Ex to Ex-Mt, 
some weaker cards scattered throughout the set can be 
upgraded if desired. The set has many really nice star cards, 
providing for some serious breakdown value in today’s mar-
ket and also many clean Ex-Mt cards throughout the lot. We 
grade the key cards as follows: 50 Clemente Ex-Mt, 95 Bench 
Ex, 100 Aaron Ex-Mt, 120 Rose Ex, 190 Mays Ex-Mt ctd, 
255 Carlton Ex, 260 R Jackson RC Good, 480 Seaver Ex-Mt, 
500.1 Mantle VG-Ex/Ex, 510 Carew VG-Ex/Ex, 533 Ryan 
Ex-Mt, 550 B. Robinson Ex-Mt+, 573 Palmer Ex-Mt ctd, 597 
Fingers RC Ex-Mt and 630 Bonds RC Ex.
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334  1969 Topps  Complete Set Ex-Mt/NM ....... 600
A hot set of late, offered is a sharp example. The set is about 
half NM, half Ex-Mt (mainly due to centering) with slight 
variance. The cards display very well and have a fresh look 
and feel. The key cards grade as follows: 50 Clemente  SGC 
6, 95 Bench Ex-Mt, 100 Aaron SGC 7, 120 Rose Ex-Mt+, 190 
Mays Ex-Mt, 255 Carlton Ex-Mt, 260 R Jackson RC SGC 
5.5, 480 Seaver Ex-Mt+, 500.1 Mantle  SGC 4 (well ctd), 510 
Carew NM, 533 Ryan VG-Ex/Ex nicely ctd, 550 B. Robinson 
NM, 573 Palmer Ex+, 597 Fingers RC Ex-Mt oc and 630 
Bonds RC NM oc.

335  1970 - 1975 Superstar/Rookie Card Binder 
  (180 cards) Ex-Mt .............. 100
Quality binder of 1970s stars, our consignor collected these 
back in the 1980s. Fresh and clean lot, there is hardly any 
duplication. The condition averages Ex-Mt overall but there 
are a fair number of Near Mint and possibly nicer cards 
(and weaker cards too), our consignor had a good eye for 
quality when he collected these. The breakdown value here 
should be enormous in today’s market, there should be some 
gradeable cards here. Bursting with stars, the lot includes 
the following: 1970 Topps 140 Jackson (2), 1971 Topps 160 
Seaver, 250 Bench, 450 Gibson, 625 Brock, 1972 Topps 49 
Mays (2), 50 Mays IA, 79 Fisk RC (2), 300 Aaron IA, 310 Cle-
mente IA, 445 Seaver, 560 Rose IA, 686 Garvey, 696 Carew 
IA, 754 F. Robinson, 1973 Topps 1 Aaron/Ruth/Mays (2), 
50 Clemente, 130 Rose, 174 Gossage RC (2), 220 Ryan (2), 
255 Jackson, 305 Mays (4), 350 Seaver (2), 380 Bench (2), 
614 Evans RC (2), 1974 Topps 1 Aaron (3), 20 Ryan (4), 80 
Seaver (3), 252 Parker RC (3), 283 Schmidt (5), 300 Rose (2), 
456 Winfield RC, 1975 Topps 70 Schmidt (2), 223 Yount RC 
(2), 260 Bench (2), 320 Rose (3), 370 Seaver (3), 500 Ryan 
(2), 616 Rice RC (4) and 620 Carter RC (2).

336  1970 Topps  692 different w/some stars 
  & 72 high #s NM .................. 300
Sharp and fresh lot, this came from a hobby old timer. There 
are some centering issues as is typical for 70 Topps cards. 
The condition is about 60-70% Near Mint, the balance is 
mainly Ex-Mt. A fairly simple project to complete, these bet-
ter cards come in the lot: 1 Mets TC, 195 Seaver NLCS, 197 
Ryan NLCS, 198 Mets/Ryan, 211 T Williams, 220 Carlton, 
230 B. Robinson, 290 Carew, 300 Seaver, 458 Rose AS, 464 
Bench AS, 700 F. Robinson and 720 Reichardt.

337  1970 Topps  Complete Set Ex-Mt/NM ....... 400
Very sharp and clean overall set, it could benefit from some 
simple and inexpensive upgrading, this is your typical set in 
that the commons and minor stars are a grade better than 
the stars. The condition looks to be about 70% Ex-Mt or bet-
ter, the balance is almost a nice Ex or off-center as is typical 
for the issue. The high number run is very strong and a high 
point of the set. We grade the key cards as follows: 1 Mets 
TC Ex++ ctd, 140 Jackson VG-Ex, 189 Munson RC Ex+, 197 
Ryan NLCS GVG, 300 Seaver Ex-Mt+, 350 Clemente Ex, 500 
Aaron Ex-Mt, 580 Rose Ex-Mt, 600 Mays Ex-Mt, 630 Banks 
Ex-Mt, 640 Kaline Ex-Mt+, 660 Bench Ex+, 700 F Robby Ex, 
712 Ryan Ex and 713 Pilots TC Ex-Mt.



338  1971 Dell Stamp Books
Complete Run of 25 Team Sets in Original Box .............. 150
With loads of key players like Ryan, Mays, Seaver, Aaron, 
this one is nice as it is in the original box. The albums have 
some slight general wear from handling, the stamps appear 
to be Mint and untouched. Slabbing has made full uncut 
sheets hard to find from this issue.

339  1971 Topps  Complete Set Ex to Ex-Mt ..... 625
Solid mid to higher grade 71 set, these are nice cards. There 
is some variance, the set could benefit from some simple and 
inexpensive upgrading, but the key cards are pretty solid 
overall. The high number run is Ex overall with some weak-
er cards and some cleaner cards. Good value set, especially 
in this market, we grade the many key cards as follows: 
5 Munson Ex+, 20 Jackson Ex-Mt, 100 Rose Ex++, 160 
Seaver Ex-Mt+, 250 Bench Ex-Mt, 341 Garvey RC Ex++, 
400 Aaron VG-Ex/Ex, 513 Ryan Ex-Mt, 525 Banks Ex, 530 
Yaz Ex-Mt, 570 Palmer Ex++, 600 Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 625 
Brock Ex++, 630 Clemente VG-Ex/Ex ctd, 640 F Robinson 
VG-Ex/Ex, 650 Allen SP Ex, 688 Anderson VG-Ex/Ex, 709 
Baylor/Baker RC VG-Ex/Ex and 740 Aparicio VG-Ex/Ex.

340  1971 Topps Supers
  40 assorted w/key HOFers NM .................. 150
Very fresh and sharp looking lot, these have not been picked 
for grading. Loaded with HOFers and stars, these include: 
6 Perez (2), 25 Brock (6), 43 Stargell (7), 44 Aaron (3), 46 
McCovey (3), 53 Seaver (4), 54 Kaline and 60 Killebrew (3).

341  1971 Topps Super
  Complete Set              Strong Ex-Mt/NM ................ 150
Elusive set is loaded with HOFers and stars, these look 
great. The condition averages a fine Ex-Mt/NM overall, the 
set has not been picked for grading, there are Near Mint and 
better cards throughout the set. Often found with condition 
issues, we grade the keys as follows: 20 Pete Rose Ex, 32 
Johnny Bench Ex+, 37 Roberto Clemente Ex-Mt+, 38 Reggie 
Jackson Ex-Mt+, 44 Henry Aaron Ex-Mt+, 49 Carl Yas-
trzemski NM, 53 Tom Seaver Ex-Mt+, 54 Al Kaline NM+, 56 
Willie Mays Ex-Mt and 59 Brooks Robinson Nm-Mt.

342  1975 Topps  Complete Set 
  w/Brett 6 & Yount 7 Ex-Mt/NM ....... 300
Sharp and clean overall set, the cards have bright color and 
a fresh feel. Centering varies as is typical, nothing has been 
picked for grading, there could be something here. The set 
is consistently sharp and clean, there is hardly any variance 
outside of centering. Always popular, we grade the key cards 
as follows: 1 Aaron HL Ex-Mt, 5 Ryan HL NM, 61 Winfield 
NM, 70 Schmidt Ex-Mt, 223 Yount RC PSA 7, 228 Brett RC 
PSA 6, 260 Bench Ex-Mt, 300 Jackson NM, 320 Rose Ex-Mt, 
500 Ryan Ex+, 616 Rice RC NM, 620 Carter RC Ex-Mt+ and 
660 Aaron Ex-Mt+.
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343  1975 Topps  Complete Set
   w/Yount, Schmidt PSA 7 Ex-Mt/NM ....... 300
Crisp and clean set, centering varies mildly, there are many 
Near Mint cards throughout the set. The key cards grade as 
follows: 1 Aaron HL Ex+, 5 Ryan HL Ex-Mt+, 61 Winfield 
Ex-Mt, 70 Schmidt PSA 7, 223 Yount RC PSA 7, 228 Brett 
RC Ex++, 260 Bench Ex-Mt+, 300 Jackson NM, 320 Rose 
Ex+, 500 Ryan Ex+, 616 Rice RC Ex-Mt+, 620 Carter RC 
Ex++ and 660 Aaron Ex.

344  1975 Topps Mini  Complete Set Ex-Mt/NM ....... 300
Classic 1970s Topps set, these are always very popular 
among collectors. The offered set is a solid Ex-Mt/NM over-
all with mild variance. Centering is not bad at all, superior 
to many of these that trade. We did not pick anything out 
for slabbing, we grade the key cards as follows: 1 Aaron HL 
Ex++, 5 Ryan HL Ex-Mt oc, 61 Winfield Ex-Mt+, 70 Schmidt 
Ex-Mt, 223 Yount RC Ex, 228 Brett RC Ex, 260 Bench Ex, 
300 Jackson Ex-Mt+, 320 Rose Ex+, 500 Ryan Ex-Mt, 616 
Rice RC Ex-Mt, 620 Carter RC Ex++ and 660 Aaron Ex-Mt+.

345  Lot of 13 Topps Sets 1979 - 1986 Nm-Mt ............. 150
Run of Topps sets, this is original owner material, nothing 
has been touched. The content is as follows: 1979 (Smith RC 
mc), 1981-1983, 1984 (3), 1986 (3) and 1994 Factory (3).

346  1981 - 1984 Topps Traded Set Run    Nm-Mt ......... 100
Untouched run from the original owner, nothing has been 
picked for grading. These have been hot this year.

347  Lot of 7 Early 1980s Donruss & Fleer Sets
    Nm-Mt ............... 75
Untouched run, these were purchased at the time. The lot 
is as follows: 1981 to 1984 Fleer and 1981 to 1983 Donruss. 
Please note 1982 and 1983 Donruss are factory sets. Some 
lesser sets come in the lot as well.

348  1984 Fleer Update  Complete Set    Nm-Mt .......... 100
Untouched, razor sharp set, nothing has been picked for 
grading. The key cards are strong, with quality centering .

349  1993 Topps Finest 
  Complete Set plus Jumbo Set Nm-Mt ............. 100
Offered is an impeccable condition 1993 Topps Finest set 
with the complete 33 jumbo card parallel set included. These 
jumbo cards were included 1 card per box upon release with 
less than 1500 of each card produced. Finding all 33 cards in 
one lot, especially in top condition, is rare. The set includes 
many key stars of the 90’s including Maddux, Alomar, 
McGwire, Ripken, Mattingly, Bonds, Clemens, Ryan, Piazza, 
Griffey and many more. 80



Unopened Baseball and Sealed Sets

350  1977 Topps Fun Pack
  Lot of 37 Pieces   ........................ 150
Oddball unopened issue, these are 1977 Topps basketball 
cards presented in an unusual wrapper. Checking in at a 
hefty 37 packs, this is something you do not see very often.

351  1981 Fleer   Wax Box Nm-Mt ............... 40
Loaded with HOFers, this is consigned by the original own-
er. The packs are perfectly tight, the box cover is separated.

352  1981 Topps  Wax Box   ........................ 200
Quality wax is on fire in recent years, these have been in a 
closet for 30 years. Likely purchased at the time of issue, the 
box itself has typical general wear. The packs are tight and 
fresh, these are from a terrific source and guaranteed to be 
fully authentic and unaltered. Who wants to try for some 
10s?

353  1981 Topps  Wax Box   ........................ 200
Quality wax is on fire in recent years, these have been in a 
closet for 30 years. Likely purchased at the time of issue, the 
box itself has typical general wear. The packs are tight and 
fresh, these are from a terrific source and guaranteed to be 
fully authentic and unaltered. Who wants to try for some 
10s?

354  1982 Topps   Wax Box   ........................ 150
Quality wax is on fire in recent years, these have been in a 
closet for 30 years. Likely purchased at the time of issue, 
the box itself has typical general wear. The packs are tight 
and fresh, these are from a terrific source and guaranteed to 
be fully authentic and unaltered. Who wants to try for some 
10s? These boxes have been trading for $500 each as we write 
these up.

355  1984 Topps Wax Box   .......................... 60
Good box, some wrapped examples have sold for $500 this 
year. Likely purchased at the time of issue, the box itself has 
typical general wear. The packs are tight and fresh, these are 
from a terrific source and guaranteed to be fully authentic 
and unaltered. Who wants to try for some 10s? 

356  1984 Topps Tiffany
  Complete Set (sealed) Nm-Mt ............. 100
357  1984 Topps Tiffany
  Complete Traded Set (sealed) Nm-Mt ............. 100
358  1985 Topps Tiffany
  Complete Set (sealed) Nm-Mt ............. 150
359  1985 Topps Tiffany
  Complete Traded Set (sealed) Nm-Mt ............... 25
360  1986 Topps Tiffany
  Complete Set (sealed) Nm-Mt ............. 100

361  1986 Topps Tiffany
  Complete Traded Set (sealed) Nm-Mt ............. 500
Very desirable sealed Tiffany set, these hardly ever to 
market and are prized by collectors. Who wants to try for 
some 10s?

362  1987 Topps Tiffany
  Complete Set (sealed) Nm-Mt ............... 50

363  1987 Topps Tiffany
  Complete Set (sealed) Nm-Mt ............... 50

364  1987 Topps Tiffany 
 Lot of 5 Sealed Traded Sets Nm-Mt ............. 100
Untouched run, there are two 1987 Topps Tiffany Traded 
sets and three 1988 Topps Tiffany Traded sets in the lot.

365  1988 Score Glossy  
 Complete Set (sealed) Nm-Mt ............... 75
366  1988 Score Glossy 
  Complete Traded Set (sealed) Nm-Mt ............... 50
367  1988 Topps Tiffany
  Complete Set (sealed) Nm-Mt ............... 50

368  1989 Topps Tiffany
  Complete Set (sealed) Nm-Mt ............. 150
Scarce full Tiffany set, this is loaded with HOFers and 
Rookie Cards. Sealed.

369  1989 Topps Tiffany
  Complete Traded Set (sealed) Nm-Mt ............. 200
Very desirable sealed Tiffany set, these hardly ever to mar-
ket and are prized by collectors. Who wants to try for 
a Griffey 10?

370  1989 Upper Deck   Wax Box   ........................ 150
A very hot box of late, who wants to try for a Griffey or 
Randy Johnson 10? The box has some general wear, the 
packs look to be tight and perfect.
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Pete Rose Collection

228  1964 Topps Rookie Banquet
  Pete Rose PSA 8 ............. 1000
Extremely difficult and fun Pete Rose card, these hardly 
ever come to market. Issued on a very limited basis, this fun 
oversize card pictures baseball rookies from 1963. This card 
pictures ten players, including Pete Rose, Rusty Staub, Tom-
my Harper, Pete Ward and Al Weis. PSA graded an 8, this is 
well centered with four very sharp corners. The blank back is 
perfect, this is an outstanding condition card.

258  1969 Topps 4 in 1 
  Rose/Sutton/Stange/Uhlaender PSA 8 st ........... 100
Very tough Rose card, these do not come around every day. 
From an incredible Rose collection, this is well centered 
with four strong corners. The staining is quite mild, it might 
be wax, we are not sure.

371  1964 Topps
 125 Pete Rose Rare Positive Color Separation .......... 50
Something you just never see, our consignor paid $350 for 
this years and years ago.

372  1967 Topps Venezuela 270 Pete Rose  VG .............. 60
Very tough Pete Rose card, these hardly ever come to mar-
ket. The offered card is special as it has no back damage and 
hardly any creasing. The corners show even wear, the card is 
well centered. We believe this will grade a 3, our consignor 
did not slab it due to the new pricing structure.

373  1968 Topps Game
  Pete Rose Square Cut Proof   .......................... 10

374  Pete Rose Card Lot (67 pcs) w/PSA cards ................ 50
Eclectic Pete Rose lot ranges from 1969 through the mid-
1980s. A real mix of stuff from a super advanced Rose 
collection, the content includes five 1968 Atlantic Oils, 69T/
All Star, 73T (2), 75 Mini PSA 7, various 1970s OPC cards 
picturing Rose with the Reds and 22 1984 Topps Tiffany 
cards picturing Rose.

376  Superb Pete Rose Disc Collection (80 pcs) ............. 200
From a very advanced Pete Rose collection, our consignor 
was almost fanatical about getting every Pete Rose paper 
item in existence. This is a truly remarkable lot of these 
widely collected 1976 era discs with endless back variations 
and content through the 1980s. Three are PSA slabbed, with 
two 10s (Sweet William and Carousel) and a PSA 9 Carou-
sel. The back variations include Buckman’s, Dairy Isle, two 
of the revered Red Barns, Dairy Isle, Safelon, Orbakers, 
Towne Club, Saga, Chilly Willee and Detroit Caesars. There 
are four of the smaller size Wiffle ball discs plus a box top. 
Also included are the 1980s discs, including a 1982 FBI box 
with Andre Dawson. There are also two plastic coaster style 
discs and three Triple Play full boxes. A possibly unique 
collection, the breakdown value almost has to be huge, we 
will have extensive images on our website.
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375  1973 Topps Candy Lid  Pete Rose  Ex ..................... 30
Good oddball Rose item, this is bright and clean. There are 
no chips in the color borders, with the tab, it is centered to 
the upper right.

377  1977 Topps Proof  Pete Rose   .......................... 25
Scarce, this is slabbed by Acugrade. The card has four sharp 
corners and is superb, it can probably go into an Authentic 
holder by the current grading companies..

378  1977 Topps Venezuela
  Pete Rose (lot of 3) VG ..................... 30
Uncommon card, the regular Topps card comes in the lot 
as well.

379  Oddball Pete Rose Lot (25 pcs)   .......................... 75
Esoteric Pete Rose lot from a very advanced collection, these 
include proofs, Hostess cards, Mizunos and other oddball 
Pete Rose cards. Everything will be pictured on our website.

380  1982 Topps
  Trio of Pete Rose Color Variations  .......................... 50
Three unusual Pete Rose cards, these are missing the black 
color run. The cards are 82 Topps 780, 781 and 84 Topps 
300.

381  1988 Topps Test Cloth
  Pete Rose (extremely rare) Nm-Mt ............. 100
Cut from a sheet, these are incredibly fragile. These were 
only issued on uncut sheets and are rare. We have only seen 
one full sheet in 20 years, this is something even the most 
advanced Rose collectors will probably not have.

383  Collection of 88 Pete Rose Relic 
 or Signed Insert Cards (good content)  Nm-Mt ...... 200
From an incredibly advanced Pete Rose collection, these 
were a real passion project for our consignor. Everything 
is in the proper holder, this fills a two-row box. These are 
signed relic cards and related insert cards with patches or 
pieces of bats. There are eight signed cards and 31 limited 
edition cards (some as limited as 1/10). We will have many 
pictures on our website, the breakdown value here could 
be tremendous.

384  Lot of 230 Pete Rose Signed Insert Cards ............... 400
Offered is a collection of 230 Pete Rose autographed cards. 
These cards have been compiled over many years and 
include cards from a variety of different brands and sets 
including Leaf, Panini, Upper Deck, Donruss etc. Highlights 
include patch auto cards, short prints , numbered cards and 
some inscriptions. Please note that Pete Rose autographed 
cards have been selling between $20-$50 each.

385  Pete Rose Insert and Related Card 
 Collection (450 pcs) Nm-Mt ............. 100
The count is approximate, these complete fill up a 3-row 
box. 

386  Lot of 12 Pete Rose SSP Relic Cards   Nm-Mt........ 100
Offered is an exclusive lot of 12 SSP Pete Rose Relic cards. 
The cards are from various brands including Donruss, Sport 
Kings and higher end Panini Immaculate and National 
Treasures.  The lot includes many low numbered SSPs, /2, 
/3, /5 and /9. Please note several of these cards have sold for 
over $100 individually

387  Pete Rose One of One Relic Lot (5 pcs)   Nm-Mt ... 100
Offered is a rare lot of 5 Pete Rose 1/1 relic cards. Cards 
included come from Panini and Sport Kings, the lot is as 
follows: 2007 Sport Kings Hats Off, 2007 Sport Kings Hats 
Off, 2008 Sport Kings Nemerology, 2012 Panini Playoff 
Prime Cuts Timeline and 2012 Panini Playoff Prime Cuts 
Timeline.

388  2008 Donruss Legends of the Game
  Joe Jackson - Pete Rose Dual Relic Card .................. 25
389  2008 Sport Kings The National
  Pete Rose/Pele Silver Version Relic Card (5/9) ........ 25
390  2008 Sport Kings Triple Memorabilia
  Banks/Clemente/Rose Relic Card (1/1) ................... 25
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391  Fine Pete Rose Multi-Player Relic Card Lot 
  (20 pcs)   ........................ 150
Very fun lot of these desirable insert cards, each card pairs 
Pete Rose with another HOFer or star player. Loaded with 
big name HOFers, we will picture everything on our website. 
The lot include a Pete Rose/Patrick Roy 1/1 and many very 
limited edition relic cards. The breakdown value here could 
well be very substantial.

392  Pete Rose Dual Relic Cincinnati Reds
   Lot (9 pcs)   ........................ 100
Fun lot, there are five dual relic cards, mainly Bench and 
Rose. The other four cards have 3-4 relics per card with 
Pete’s Big Red Machine teammates Bench, Morgan and 
Perez.

393  Pete Rose Relic Insert Card Lot (70 pcs) ................. 50
Offered is a collection of 70 Pete Rose relic cards. This lot 
includes cards from several different brands such as Pani-
ni, Sport Kings, Donruss, Leaf, etc. Highlights in this lot 
include many different SP numbered cards including /10, 
/25, /99, etc. Some of these cards have individually sold for 
$30-$75. 

394  2012 Leaf Living Legend Pete Rose
   Lot of Six Mini Boxes (10 packs/box)  ....................... 30

395  2012 Panini National Treasures
  Pete Rose Signed Relic Card (1/1)   .......................... 25

396  Lot of 3 Pete Rose Relic/Auto cards ......................... 60
Offered is an exclusive lot of 3 Pete Rose Relic/Auto Pani-
ni cards.  These beautiful cards feature bifold and trifold 
designs and sell for over $100 each. Included in the lot are: 
2012 Panini Prime Cuts Timeline 13/25, 2012 Panini Prime 
Cuts Legend 04/10 and 2016 Panini Pantheon The Inner 
Sanctum 15/25.

397  Pete Rose One of One Lot Nm-Mt ............. 100
Offered is a rare lot of 6 Pete Rose 1/1 cards. Cards included 
come from assorted brands and sets. A cmplete listing is as 
follows: 2012 Leaf Legends of Sports, 2013 Panini America’s 
Pastime Invincible, 2013 Panini America’s Pastime, 2014 
Panini Flawless, 2016 Panini The National MVP and 2016 
Topps.

398  2013 Leaf Autograph Legacy
  Bill Terry/Pete Rose 1/1 Dual Autograph   9 ........... 50
Fun item comes in the proper oversize holder, this is a 1/1 
with a Pete Rose signed card and a Bill Terry cut signature 
on a card.

399  2013 Leaf Autograph Legacy
   Ichiro Suzuki/Pete Rose 1/1 Dual Autograph    9 ............ 50
Fun item comes in the proper oversize holder, the Ichiro 
card is a signed 1/1, the Rose side is a blue sharpie ink. 
Excellent presentation.

400  Lot of Pete Rose Signed Relic Cards (40 pcs)
    Nm-Mt ............. 200
From an incredibly advanced Pete Rose collection, these 
were a real passion project for our consignor. Everything is 
in the proper holders,  these are all signed relic cards. Nearly 
all are limited edition, we will have many pictures on our 
website. The breakdown value here could be tremendous.

401  2014 Leaf
  Pete Rose Signed Game Used Bat Card (1/1) .......... 25
402  2014 Leaf 
 Pete Rose Signed Game Used Jersey Card (1/1) ........ 25

403  2014 Leaf Co-Stars  Ripken/Rose Dual Signed 
  Cards (lot of 4) w/1/1 card 9.5 ...................... 40
Good lot, this has a 1/1 card and two other very limited 
edition cards.

404  2014 Panini Legends  Pete Rose 4,000 Hit Club 
   Signed 1/1 Oversize Card Display       9.5 ................. 25

405  2014 Panini National Treasures Silhouette
  Pete Rose Signed Relic Card (1/1 ) ......................... 25
406  2014 Panini Significant Signatures
  Pete Rose Signed Relic Card (1/1)   .......................... 25

407  2015 Leaf Dual Autograph
   Ripken/Rose Dual Signed Card (lot of 4)   9.5 ................ 60
Good lot, two of these are limited editions.
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408  2015 Leaf Dual Autograph 
Ripken/Rose Dual Signed Swatch Card (16/25)  9.5.......... 40
409  2015 Leaf Dual Autograph  
Ripken/Rose Dual Signed Swatch Card (4/10)  9.5 ........... 40
410  2015 Leaf Dual Autograph 
 Rose/Boone (lot of 9) 9.5 ...................... 50
Neat lot, four of these are limited edition cards.

411  2015 Leaf Dual Cut Signatures  
 Giamatti/Rose (1/5)   ........................ 100
Very neat card, I am sure that we do not need to explain the 
relationship. Desirable card, Giamatti died in 1989 at 
a relatively young age and is a scarce signature.

412  2015 Leaf Metal Sports Heroes 
  Pete Rose 1/1 Beckett Slabbed Lot (13 pcs) ............. 50
These are 2015 and 2017 Leaf Metal Sports Heroes cards. 
An interesting lot of Pete Rose pre-production proofs, these 
come in various colors. All are certified 1/1s by Beckett and 
slabbed, they look great.

413  2016 Leaf Team Legends
  Rose/Boone (lot of 5) w/1/1 card 9.5 ...................... 50
Lot of five cards, one is a 1/1, three others are limited edi-
tions.

414  2016 Leaf Team Legends
Rose/Schilling Dual Signed Cards (lot of 4)  9.5 ............... 40
415  2016 Panini Elements of Loyalty  
   Pete Rose Signed Double Relic Card (1/1)   .................... 25
416  2016 Panini Pantheon 
 Rose, Morgan, Bench Triple Relic  Nm-Mt ............... 20
417  2016 Panini Signatures 
 Pete Rose Signed Relic Card (1/1)   .......................... 25
418  2016 Panini The Great Entertainers
  Pete Rose Signed Triple Relic Card (1/1) ................. 25

Autographed Cards

419  1933 Goudey 188  Rogers Hornsby  9 .................. 400
Beautiful signed card, this is very special. One of the best 
looking cards from one of the most popular and widely col-
lected baseball card sets ever issued, signed examples hardly 
ever come up due to the high value of this card. The offered 
card has terrific color, a fine image and bright white borders. 
The card has one crease that does not crack the paper, the 
corners are nice. The back has tape from frame removal. 
This has a bold and fine dark fountain pen ink signature in a 
perfect spot. One of the very finest hitters in baseball histo-
ry, this is perhaps his most attractive card and it is from an 
iconic set. This is a truly special signed card. JSA LOA (full).

420  1950 Bowman 112 Gil Hodges 8 ....................... 150
Very desirable signed card, we hardly ever see these. 
Slabbed by Beckett, this card has exceptional color and a 
terrific image. The card has one fine crease and displays well. 
Gil signed this in a perfect spot in flowing blue ballpoint 
ink, the signature looks terrific.
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